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Chapter One 
 

Our planet’s ancient name was Atlantis. We are all survivors of the great flood.  Wake up 
sleeping Giants of Atlantis.  It is time to rise up and realize your true heritage.  It is in your 
blood.  You are of most NOBLE providence.  In order to inherit your thrown you must wake up 
now.   

I would rather live my life as if there is a Go(o)d  
& die to find out there isn’t.  

Than live my life as if there isn’t a Go(o)d  
& die to find out there is.  

Albert Kamus 
 

Signs are always around – red sky at night sailors delight.  Red skies at dawn sailor’s take 
warn.  Signs in the weather are very helpful for those sailing the 7 seas.  In reality we know 
there are not seven seas – there is but one.  At one time in our history, Earth was not called 
Earth.  This water planet was named, not for the earth which separates the oceans, but instead 
for the waters, in the one ocean, which joined the lands.  Our planet’s Biblical name was 
Atlantis.   
 
It was not just a tiny city or continent.  Atlantis is the WHOLE living water planet.  Atlantis didn’t 
die and Atlanteans did not go extinct.  We are the survivors of the lost world of Atlantis.  
However, we are children born with amnesia to our great history.  We have been deprived of 
our true magnificent heritage because we are programmed and taught that belief in such 
mystical theories or supernatural forces are the signs of a weak or unintelligent mind.  
Unless referring to science fiction reality such as Star Trek/Wars.  In that imaginary reality 
forces which embody good or evil not only exist but if properly mastered can be used for 
influence over the physical and very real world.  The Dark Side can control minds.  Move 
objects.  Take over worlds.  A Jedi can use their power for good and do the same things.  The 
forces of good and evil are none the less influential over every human being.  They manifest as 
motivating factors in every decision a human being makes.  Good or bad, we all have battles of 
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a proverbial good angel on the one shoulder and the bad angel on the other.  This conflict in the 
Christian reality refers to Good as Go(o)d and to evil as Devil, I refer to is as Go(o)d vs (d)evil.  
Good is only one letter from Go(o)d?   
Evil is only one letter from devil? 
What if I told you that is NO coincidence?  
What if I told you that your “in-observation” of that, well that is NO coincidence either? You 
have amnesia.  Which can be corrected.  However, you are being simultaneously dumbed 
down, and drugged, while being force fed disinformation and lies.  This information has been 
kept from you for fear you would lose your mind and harm yourself or others. In reality you can 
handle the truth.  Once you learn the truth you will realize it is the same truth as it was the day 
before, when you didn’t know the truth.  The only thing that actually will change will be you.  
You will be more aware of the role you actually play on this planet.  Instead of being frightened 
or scared to death you will gain a sense of strength and purpose.  You are here for a reason.  
Even the awful things which have happened to you in your life of experiences have reason, 
specific reason, why they happened to you.  You have been chosen.  If fact, you were born with 
a unique purpose in your life.   
Events have transpired so that over time, a very long time, we humans have entirely forgotten 
our function for Go(o)d.  We still live for Go(o)d.  We still are important to Go(o)d.  We have not 
been taught why we are important to Go(o)d.  It has created a great unhappiness and 
restlessness deep within our beings.  Many of us feel shallow or somehow empty beyond 
material possessions, and we struggle with meaning while we search for our own purpose 
driven life. 
Your life, your experiences are so vital to the existence of Go(o)d, that Lucifer (aka the force of 
darkness) has worked diligently to keep this information from you.  “Darth Lucifer” has a plan to 
over thrown the kingdom of Go(o)d and he is using all of our souls as a massive Trojan horse.  I 
can tip you off that the plan is to hijack your soul and use it to short circuit Go(o)d when you 
return to live with Go(o)d upon your human death.  And according to many conspiracy theorists 
there is a cull about to occur to the human populous.  Or, perhaps the cull is the rapture.  If you 
are unsure, then lets continue to explore this together.   There will be millions maybe billions of 
deaths suddenly – that means there will be millions maybe billions of souls returning at once to 
the Master.  Satan is counting on sending those souls to Go(o)d with a time bomb planted 
inside.  Dying without having proof of Go(o)d, won’t get you into Heaven, instead you will be 
returned to this planet it’s called reincarnation; it’s just heaven’s version of reduce, reuse, and 
recycle.  This is why the planet is overpopulating.  Souls aren’t being returned to Go(o)d 
properly cleaned; clean souls are desperately needed.  Humans have forgotten we exist for 
Go(o)d and Go(o)d gave us existence; it is a symbiotic relationship.  But it IS the reason we are 
all here.   
I hope to show you how important you are to Go(o)d and to the perpetual existence of 
Humankind.  It is so easy to get a soul clean if you are at all curious how.  I want to help you get 
started by telling you what I have discovered, then you can make your own way back Home.  
For your body is human, but not your soul.  Your soul is a Go(o)dly thing.  Your soul is that 
sparkle given to you at birth but it not part of your body.  In a very real sense your soul is not 
really yours.  It’s just “on-loan” from Go(o)d while you *exist* here on this leviathan.  You 
return it to Go(o)d after you are dead and gone and truly if you don’t pay attention to your soul 
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(you see it’s like a muscle, or think of it like “The Force”) it will stay small and under developed.  
There is a way to increase, even double, the strength of your soul. 
 
Have you ever been angry?  So angry that it felt good?  Ever been on a great rant?  Or have you 
ever wanted to ram someone’s car?   Who hasn’t?  Well that is NOT the force of Go(o)d flowing 
through your veins, but it is the force, raw and uncontrolled.  That “force” is your soul raw and 
uncontrolled.  It is also on the evilest end of the spectrum of that Force (a soul’s) potential.  You 
are closest to (d)evil at the moment you allow anger to control you.   That is Lucifer himself, and 
*it* is winning and getting to become your best friend. 
 
I need to show and warn you how easily you will take your soul right to Go(o)d, and you won’t 
know it’s been compromised by Lucifer.  There is a way to lose your soul and you will lose it 
while being the best most loyal and deserving Christian - you will not see this one coming. Once 
gone, there is no getting it back.  You only live once – you only have one soul.  You will die one 
day.  But if you want to stay in Heaven and NOT be recycled then you might want to have that 
proof that you belong there.  If you don’t have that particular proof it’s okay; you can just come 
back around here again until you get it right.  But, the worst thing you could do is return to 
heaven and not know what you were supposed to be doing while here.   
 
You see, you are not careless to have not noticed the battle of Good vs. Evil is one and the same 
as the battle of Go(o)d vs devil.  You have been “dumbed-down” and made to be impotent in 
every way; sexually, mentally, and physically.  The fatigue you feel; that sensation as if you have 
been vampiricly drained of your life force, yup, that is no coincidence either.  There is a reason 
for what you are sensing.  There is a battle of the forces of Good vs. Evil going on right now over 
our souls.  As it stands there may be more people who doubt in the existence of Go(o)d, than 
there are who doubt the existence of the force of evil/devil.  
 
Translated that means there are more people who believe in the possibility of a devil than there 
are who believe in the possibility of Go(o)d.  How in the name of Go(o)d can you have devil and 
NO Go(o)d?  Even satan worshippers believe in Go(o)d.  They just don’t worship Go(o)d, but 
they truly believe in Go(o)d’s existence.  They spiritually believe satan created the universe.  So 
yes, they believe very much in the spirituality of this Force of which I speak. 
 
They also know Lucifer’s enemy is Go(o)d.  Lucifer wants to overthrow the Kingdom of Go(o)d.  
NOT the other way around.  
But it’s not a popularity contest.  And there is no electoral college.  You believe or you don’t and 
doubt alone isn’t enough to overthrow the kingdom of Go(o)d.  Just as belief alone will not help 
you gain entry into Heaven – not when you still have so much to learn.  So you will just be 
recycled, again and again until you DO figure it out.  With each iteration of your soul you will be 
given another chance to clean your portion for Go(o)d.  In the meantime, your soul will be 
tempted by Lucifer because he is building his team and he needs your help.  You will be 
tempted by the dark side and if you don’t believe in Go(o)d (or that He gave you your soul), 
perhaps then you won’t really care who gets your soul when you are no longer using it.  In fact, 
turning to the dark side is often tempting to those who presume it all ends here.  What is there 
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to lose? Or, if it’s a holographic world, a flat earth, or even an experimental survival colony and 
we are all being studied from observations points extraneous to earth, then it is easier to turn 
to the dark side, without that sense of greater purpose.  It is easier to disbelieve that we 
actually matter to Go(o)d and without proof beyond our own beliefs – your role in the universe 
can be dismissed as just happenstance.  If we are not here for a reason, then it can all just be a 
happy accident.  As long as we stay confused and slightly distracted it helps evil to thrive.  If 
there is no afterlife or reincarnation, then there is no eternal soul damnation or salvation either 
for that matter.  We live; we die. There is no soul, no sparkle of life deep within the eyes of 
another that glimmers when they laugh.  That is the argument of Lucifer and that means his 
plan is working. 
 

When the Lamb returns 

it will be as the Lion to his flock.   
That is to say . . . to his pride.   

A lion’s family is called a PRIDE 
His pride is us.   

And we are His pride and joy. 

You are not going insane.  The Mandela Effect hasn’t confused you; but it is trying to get your 
attention.  Why can’t I remember anymore?  We ask ourselves.  Why do I ache all over?  That’s 
your body talking to you.   Your body is crying out as your senses are being dulled one by one, 
right from underneath you.  Your sense of touch, taste, sound, sight, and even smell.  All of your 
senses have been poisoned and therefore compromised.  You are no longer able to tell you are 
even being drugged in the first place.  
You feel something though, we all sense something stirring in the air, like a bad movie we can 
sense evil riding in as if on horseback through the thunderous clouds above.  It is all around us.  
But you otherwise cannot quite put your finger on why we feel this sensation.  It is about 
sensation; our senses and what makes up our total body, mind and soul.  That sluggishness is 
the effect of the actual physical dumbing down and dulling of our five senses.  Hearing, 
Smelling, Tasting, Touching, and Seeing all of our senses are being purposefully manipulated 
and desensitized.  But why?  By whom?  Who could be capable of doing such a dark and 
nefarious thing?  Your mortal enemy of course.  
Not being able to sense your enemy’s nearness does not negate that evil is knocking at your 
doors. And we are so sleepy we are hoping they will give up and just go away. Besides there is 
no motive, no means, it’s stupid to give it another thought – so there is nothing to worry about.   
We do nothing and we ignore the enemy still pounding away, louder now, beating on the door 
to be let in. Evil is not going away. 
All it takes for evil to thrive is for good people to do nothing.  Just go back to sleep; it’s nothing 
to worry about.  No motive.  No worry.   No need to look here; move along.  “These are not the 
droids you are looking for – you are free to go.” We have been just as hypnotized.  We can’t see 
what is right in front of us either.  Only we are being manipulated by the dark side.   
We are purposefully being slowed and dulled down as if under some trance or direction from 
some cult.  It has taken a few years, but as a whole we are now DOCILE, and easier to manage, 

https://youtu.be/532j-186xEQ?t=38s
https://youtu.be/532j-186xEQ?t=38s
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and worse, easier to manipulate because of this “sheep” or “chattle” like attitude we seem to 
share.  Some say it is a false sense of entitlement that so many feel because they have never 
struggled before.  Complacency naturally occurs when there is nothing to complain about.  
Nothing to complain about more than for the sake of finding something to complain about.  
Perhaps it is more than lack of ambition fostered from neglect or lack of something desired.  
Perhaps complacency occurs when people are so dulled and drugged and kept financially 
burdened that they can’t get themselves out of a deep hole of despair.  Perhaps it is then that 
they just give up.  It is what it is.  We work we get paid.  Remember our first slave song.  Hi Ho 
Hi Ho.  It’s off to work I go.   We still whistle it on some dark rainy stormy Mondays.  We rush 
off in traffic to get to work so that we can pay our bills.  The debt collectors are starting to call 
again.  It’s four days till payday, I hate my job, and the tank is almost on empty.  But we look 
into that rear view mirror, wince back a tear and choke back some coffee and carry on; we have 
a family to think about.  Perhaps complacency occurs when people are exactly so burdened 
there is no time to rebel or even notice the sensation of oppression.  
 
The less savvy and intelligent or educated we are, the less we ask questions, the easier the wool 
to pull over those sleepy sheeply wittle eye holes.  Baaaa. Baaaa.  Baaaa.  Chattle.  There is a 
new term for the effect it begins like this:  “we the SHEEPLE.” Some of us are aware there is 
something going on – something we can’t quite put our finger on.   
 
We are sheep and cattle of prey for a dark nefarious and monolithic force who has 
methodically worked for decades to bring about our manipulation, enslavement, and 
financial oppression so that the cycle may perpetuate with little to no significant change.   
That is until there comes someone who can see the injustice and rally to their aid a force of 
good large enough to overtake the oppressive front of evil sweeping the country while it’s 
countrymen sleep, cozy and snuggling through yet another snooze alarm.  As Timothy Leary 
coined it, “Find the others.”  He might have said – wake the others. 
You are not alone but we cumulatively are suffering from a form of amnesia or mass psychosis 
which has kept us sedated and complacent.  It’s time to wake up to the alarm.  Are you the one 
who will rally to their aid such a force as to take back our country and our Go(o)d from those 
who would harm them?  You might be.  I want to help you if you wake from your amnesia and 
remember your real purpose. 
The largest single obstacle in waking a sleeping nation isn’t making a rallying cry – again who 
would get up if they didn’t SENSE (key word: sense) danger too?  No matter how noble, that 
person would be a nut to suggest something so preposterous as the devil is overtaking our 
country from the inside.  Someone *else* would have noticed.  Is that the same someone who 
had been so drugged they can’t sense the world around them is falling apart at the seams?  
Someone who had been so programmed they couldn’t see or feel or sense the evil lurking, 
lingering in the air like a horseman of the apocalypse.  Is that the same someone whose 
educational system denied teaching crucial FACTS to the public? That same someone, you 
mean?  We were taught none of the ancient sites line up, for example, and now we discover 
not only do they ALL line up, but they all line up according to an “ancient equator” and that the 
earth revisits this ancient equator again and again every 10-12 thousand years.  It’s just an 
alignment of the earth according to a phenomenon called Precession.  Our hippie dippy Zodiac 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Chattel+slavery
https://youtu.be/HI0x0KYChq4?t=1m17s
https://youtu.be/HI0x0KYChq4?t=1m17s
https://youtu.be/la_W36uZca8?t=21s
https://youtu.be/33g5-OtIqc4
https://youtu.be/RhkjYJAHCjM?t=1m36s
https://youtu.be/F8u1EQw0OYc?t=57s
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is based on it.  But with every effort to discount the mystical belief in the horoscope or the 
effect an alignment of celestial objects has on a human body, the more proof of its scientifically 
authenticated reality comes to the surface.  (Coming to the surface is really good after you have 
fallen down a big rabbit hole.)  
 
Scientifically, it is proven, that these structures were not only built but that they aligned with 
the stars which would have been visible to their relative position in the galaxy at that time in 
our planet’s past.  This happened, smack dab in the middle of 10,000 BC when we were taught 
we were Neanderthals in a stone age, and about as dumb as the rocks around us and we were 
NOT capable of such precision. Yet, not only were these magnificent enormous sites built 
during just such a past precession period but they were built in global astronomical alignment 
with the constellations at the time.  Today, do we align buildings with the stars?  Do we build to 
last for 10,000 years or are we lucky to get 100 years out of our domiciles and office buildings?  
The pyramids are still standing aren’t they?  That’s because they built in granite and limestone – 
even more interesting, they did not even use mortar or cement to join the stones together.   
In today’s modern tilt wall-construction, the entire wall is made out of cement.  We build with 
liquefied and poured “toe jam.”  Not that our construction isn’t the best we can do for the 
lowest cost, but it is at the lowest cost isn’t it?  We have lost the craftsmanship and even 
apprenticeships of the old building trades for the rush of the one factor the ancients never had; 
money.  When noticing the detail and artisan work which was used to engrave their work – the 
natural assumption was to equate it to what it would cost for that kind of elaborate work in 
today’s dollar.  Upon comparison, the cost for the engineering and elaborate decoration to 
commiserate the building’s solidarity with the stars would have far exceeded the construction 
costs of the building itself.   
 
So it is also natural to presume that the labor was entirely slave labor – since, the costs would 
have been, out of this world, “astronomical” – pardon the obvious pun.  But we have been led 
to believe that fallacy because a better more logical answer has not been offered for 
contemplation.  There is no challenger of this rhetoric.  So it remains the perpetual logical 
conclusion.  But imagine if before the Hebrew slaves in Egypt, of which both history and religion 
concur, when the megalithic structures were actually built there was actually a society without 
money.  Imagine a society where cooperation instead of competition dictated the blueprints of 
a nation.  This is the kind of government and world, where there was no concept of a project 
going to the LOWEST bidder.  
 
Imagine the utopia.  Imagine the kind of citizens, helping, cooperating building thoughtful, 
intricate, monuments to outlast time itself.  So that they may survive to remind all those in a 
future world that the universe is real, and that cosmically we are connected to it.  Ancient 
citizens, souls of some kind, we imagine were human, built those buildings – they stand as 
proof in and of themselves; monuments to time.  
By comparison, in our everyday, fast food, fast building, hurry don’t be late world, the there is 
no common goal, and very little cooperation.  Individuality and entrepreneurship and 
independence unattached to others is most the most prized and desirable achievement.   
Gordon Gekko, (a lizard – in other words a serpent) taught us that “greed is good.”  At last 
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redemption and forgiveness for a childish base emotion that after “Wall Street” made it okay to 
acknowledge was somehow morphed into “it’s okay – see we all feel that way. “ Like your 
mother taught you, just because someone wanted to jump off a bridge does that mean you 
should think it’s okay to follow?  It wasn’t okay to take that acknowledgement that greed has a 
function and turn it into a right of life.  Its function is still wholly argued by a very corrupt co-
character integral to the plot of that particular movie.  Lucifer, also a serpent, wants you to 
change your mind about greed.  So it begins slowly entering your mind as acceptable, 
understandable and gosh darn it just part of being a human being trying to survive and succeed 
in this country and in this modern technical day and age.  Therefore, as the lizard said, greed is 
a necessary, albeit evil, commodity to attain.  It is still greed.  And what was done is actually 
called pre-programming – and part of the engineering of consent of a willing nation.  You are 
being engineered to be compliant and subservient with the ultimate goal of dominance; body, 
mind and soul.  The hidden underbelly of the other part of that social engineering is to 
dominate and control a nation 
There is a new term more and more are becoming familiar with and it is known as the 
“dumbing-down of America” and is an intentional side effect of a program going along right 
according  . . . . well, right according to its own “agenda.”   
The UN’s Agenda, for the 21st Century was called Agenda 21.  It was outlined like a blueprint or 
play bill for a day’s events; an itinerary, if you will, of how the events should go according to the 

United Nation’s strategic plan.  Budget appropriations before congress might help set the tone 
for the direction our government is taking in this new century.  
Now that we are past the year 2000, things have been stepped up.  Agenda 21 has been 
recently renamed to Agenda 2030.  Does that give you any idea of the time frame of the 
itinerary?  Perhaps it’s time to stop hitting that snooze bar.  2030 is 13 years away according to 
their timeline of events.  According to their published AGENDA 2030.  This is the link to the UN 
please inform yourself with the 17 tips for sustainability.  
Those of us alive today; we are making the centuries ahead what it will be for our children’s 
children.  Just like those before us forged the way for us today.  
Hit that snooze one more time.  It is so comfy there is no need to wake up yet, the warm 
snuggly fabrics just lull me into comfort; my Comfort mattress with adjustable “sleep-core-
technology” allows me to choose the level of my comfort.  Who would want to get out of that 
matrix?  Sleep-core-technology being all lulling and comfortable as it is.  It was designed to 
augment the sedated environment and intensify the subliminal need for sensory deprivation.  
How else are we ever going to physically get into the cocoon like environment like we saw in 

https://youtu.be/YAKAJd6o-T4
https://youtu.be/BjFfKr0E31A
https://youtu.be/BjFfKr0E31A
http://sustainability.com/sustainability/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
http://www.imattress.com/
http://www.patientsleepsupplies.com/Sleep-Care-Technologies-LLC/
http://www.patientsleepsupplies.com/Sleep-Care-Technologies-LLC/
https://youtu.be/YAKAJd6o-T4
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the matrix?  We must design and build it and we are doing the R&D (research and 
development) test trials right now. 
 

We need a few more generations (iterations) to realize just how wonderful living in a matrix like 
existence could really become.  It will be the best thing most wonderful gift of technology that 
we could ever want in our lives.  We will soon understand ways that we can’t live without it.  

We will depend upon it as we have depended upon computers to add and think for us.  We 
were not allowed a calculator in school – we had to add using our minds.  We had no 
technology except a carbon based led pencil with a worn down real rubber eraser.  Today 
children use personal computer called laptops and no longer need to know how to add for 
themselves.  We might not even have to write for ourselves or spell correctly – the computer 
will do it all for us – at a rate faster than we could ever achieve alone.  We spare our brains for 
more important less remedial and redundant tasks. 
It is possible that as humans we will lose the ability to auto scribe all together.   We might be 
inadvertently breeding illiteracy into future generations by depending upon technology to read 
and write for us in this generation.  Although it might sound preposterous it would happen if 
after a few hundred years of dependency, we suddenly lost our civilization and the tools of 
technology.  If we are not careful our written language could be eradicated because we no 
longer take pen to paper now.  We will have lost the need to auto scribe all together after only 
a few more technological advancements.  As it stands right now, there are many who can no 
longer even read or interpret cursive handwriting.  We as a species could lose the skill of writing 
all together, one day if we are not careful to notice how it is being easily morphed out of 
existence right now.  Fight to teach it to your children.  It is necessary for the future of 
humankind. 
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Because you have been drugged you may not even realize that you have been drugged.  That 
doesn’t negate the fact that the poison is in your veins right now.  All five of your bodily senses 
have already been compromised, tainted, altered or genetically modified.  I’m gently trying to 

wake you up to realize the impending doom, we actually have way less than 13 years – that is 
the completion of their Agenda 2030 and it is now 2017 – there is little time left.  They will be 
finished on that target date and therefore, there’s not as much time as we think.  Let’s speed 
things up to catch up.  First I must help you to get the drugs out of your system; you are 
drowning in them.  Things will begin to make sense as soon as you hydrate your body.  The 
brain needs living water. 
You are probably thirsty.  If you always seem hungry.  It is because you are craving hydration.  
Do not drink (tap or soda) water.  Stop it.  The 8 glasses a day; ridiculous in one sense, and 
accurate in another.  
 
Colas, especially Coca Cola, removes battery acid; insidious.  This is NOT safe to drink.  Please 
stop drinking colas immediately.   
 
You are harming your body and you know you are. This is part of waking up.  We are told to 
drink the “Kool-Aid” it’s safe.   We are misled and told lies about everything we drink. Stop 
drinking the poisons.  Start hydrating your body so you can begin to think more clearly.  Start by 
getting water from fresh fruits and vegetables; juice.  No more processed foods of any kind.   
 
The water and liquid contained within fruits and vegetables is NOT fluoridated.   
 
Coconut milk is also hydrating without fluoride.  Drink as much coconut milk as you can get your 
hands on.  It takes about a week to begin to wake up after you start flushing the chemicals out 
from your body.  That is just step one to your real detox.  
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Touch  

 
The sensation of touch encompasses the entire exo-suit, also called, skin.  Skin is also the 
largest organ of the body.   

 
Our very own country’s public water system has already been compromised and is saturated 

with highly toxic Fluoride.  The first of our senses and most obvious of sensory infiltration 
begins with the master planned water treatment agenda started in Grand Rapids Michigan.  
“The city along with the US Public Health and the University of Michigan School of Dentistry . . . 
as the sign continues to document instituted the program in 1945. 
  It is part of a 100 year plan instituted by our Government and was once heralded as one of the 
greatest accomplishments of human engineering in all of civilization.   Years later it was 
revealed that in the original test subjects where there were no cavities reported after fluoride 
infusion with their water, was only half the story. They failed to mention that was because the 
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teeth necessary in which to have a cavity were no longer present.  They had fallen out due to 
the poisoning of the same fluoride infusion.  Yet the fluoridation continues.  
 
 Thanks to movies like Dr. Strangelove the very idea of NOT fluoridating the water is 
tantamount to treason or worse the infiltration and coup of our country.  Fluoridation was 
another example of socially engineering consent.  Despite our water supply being poisoned; we 
continue to drink the toxins; daily.  We allow our pets to drink it, we water our lawns with it, we 
SHOWER in it.  Touch is the very first sensation you should notice which has been curiously 
tainted by our own federally approved agencies.    
Fluoride is a deadly poison whose side effects are impotency, docility, and eventually sterility.  
Yet, we can’t figure out why suddenly men require Viagra to help them achieve a normal bodily 
function.  We can’t figure why suddenly there are so many women who can’t get pregnant 
without fertility medications.   
We are being poisoned by our own water supply and we continue to insist that our water ways 
be fused with a chemical linked to the very symptoms which contribute to our own illness and 
enslavement.  We perpetuate our own docility and oppression and we do not object or change 
our own environment.  There is so much competition there is no time to slow down and think 
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of something so insidious.  We must rely then upon the unspoken trust in the leaders to guide 
us properly.  We establish Federal Commissions, and United Departments of Health, and Public 
Safety to help ensure everything is on the up and up and in the best interests of our country’s 
public at large.   Except that we have grown so large in numbers that it requires more people in 
Government to help regulate our citizens fairly and equally.  What is needed for the many 
outweighs what is needed by the one was also thoughtfully explained in a movie by a different 
name.   
We can see symptoms, and we feel symptoms, but with some diseases we can find no common 
explanation or pattern so there is little alarm until the *cancer* has grown too big to eradicate.  
Especially when the disease has everything to do with our denial that we are in fact being 
poisoned, controlled, and programmed; those three factors makes our society an oppressed, 
overburdened, slave to the pursuit of an over engineered conceptualization of what it means to 
be sovereign.  
We simply cannot prove motive.  There is no single entity with motive or means to achieve such 

a nefarious plot.  So there is nothing wrong – but when you have been drugged so that you 
don’t make the connections, you cannot sense things as well as you should.  Since you believe it 
is too vast of a conspiracy to be real, then there is nothing to get up in arms over.  There is 
nothing to get up over at all.  We just hit the snooze bar (again) carry on and stay calm – despite 
the unnerving things we do sense.   
We are subtly programmed to accept the inevitable and stay calm.  We are ushered back to 
sleep.  Back to our sleep pods now available at offices across the world.  Back to our cozy 
ignorant busy life’s.  Back to the lifelong coma we succumb to just after high school graduation.  
It just doesn’t feel right and again we can’t put a label on what it is yet.   But we always 
acquiesce and calmly go about our days of existence.  Keep calm and carry on.  
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I am not the first to notice.  I might be the first to break it down in this way however.  We may 
all be ignorant to the fact that we have been medically 
drugged, systematically programmed, and under group 
hypnosis all because we have been programmed and 
drugged.  With “sleep-core-technology” helping to keep 
everything nice and cozy and calm we don’t realize we 
are being led like chattle or sheep to the 
slaughterhouse.   
I stopped hitting the snooze button on the alarming 
things which motivated me to write this book and I got 
up out of my comfy cozy bed and worked for months to 
figure out the right words to wake you up, and not scare 
the hell out of you at the same time.  You should be 
alarmed that you have evil curled up in your bed, just as 
I did.  Be first aware of it.  Don’t panic as you wake up 
when you see the metaphorical large snake (serpent) 
curled at your feet.  If you move away from it slowly you 

can leave it sleeping and it won’t notice when you kill it like the snake it is.  For this is as evil and 
insidious as a snake curled next to you sizing you up for its next meal.  It is either it or you.  You 
decide.  But if you never see it coming you will have no choice at all. Evil will swallow you whole 
and steal your soul.   If you remain asleep or dumbed down to its presence you will be 
swallowed alive and never even realize you are in the pit of a very large snake’s stomach being 
digested over an eternity.   
 
Perhaps you already feel like you are deteriorating.  Is your life falling apart?  Dissolving before 
your eyes and you can’t seem to stop the slow steady process?  Wake up you have been bitten 
by the snake matrix.  There is still time.  But you must fight with all of your heart and soul to 
escape.  You are reading this just in time.  Don’t stop now.  This rabbit hole will be frightening 
but you must follow it.  Remember waking up is difficult.  Though you may be waking up inside 
the belly of evil – if you wake up now perhaps you can escape your slave like existence and save 
your soul, and save all of humankind in the process.  
 
You don’t know how close you are to pure evil.  It sleeps at your feet, you think it is your pet 
and companion.  It is everything but.  You do not see it yet, but, you are surrounded.  It is sizing 
you up for its next meal.  You are a debt slave treated as cattle, just as I was and to some extent 
still am; there is no real escaping.  Not until you see the limits of your boundaries have already 
started closing in on you will you even begin to struggle out of the pit of that evil belly, 
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dissolving your life like stomach acids to food.  You may protest and disagree by declaring, I am 
free.  Because we do not see ourselves as being slaves beyond of a euphemistic cry of “I work 
too hard, and I don’t make enough.”  But since you do not see yet that we have a Pharaoh 

Government trying to take over, for the third time in history, you do not know you are about to 
walk into the same trap again.   
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The rally cry of so many saying “I work too hard, and I don’t make enough,” is often said too 
carelessly to be considered for the irony it contains. You see our disease is slavery.  We though, 
are not the disease; we are its victims 

.   
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Is slavery an offense to Go(o)d? 
It’s not a great way to live, but is it wrong?  Slavery is not frowned upon according to the Bible 
{The best of man’s ability to interpret Go(o)d’s Abrahamic laws and words is according to the 
KJV Bible, so it is one of my best resources as well}. It is also clearly stated that if possible one 
should not be kept as a slave for more than 7 years and It should be attempted to gain 
liberation from one’s oppressors.  If you don’t know you are a slave though, how would you 
know when your seven years is up?   
Your seven years is up my friend.  It is time to be free.  It is time to remember happiness.  You 
have not been happy in years and you just can’t understand why?  You are not alone.  After you 
wake up you will realize that you have never been alone.  There are many just like you.  Perhaps 
you feel alone because you are more awake than others. When you rally to waken others from 
their stupor of stay calm and carry on hypnosis, that is when you will really feel alone.  But you 
will be free for the first time in your life.  
You will be free in a slave country.  Where will you go first?  The entire country is asleep.  The 
entire land is enslaved and none of them want to be told they are slaves because they are 
drugged to induce a sense of normality and calmness.  If any of us were aware of a snake curled 
up next to us – we would wake up.  So shush.  Stay calm and carry on.  It’s not a snake.  And as 
long as no one calls it a snake, and it doesn’t attack like a snake it is harmless, or so we comfort 
ourselves and hit the snooze button again. So we figure we are safe.  For a temporary time we 
feel safe.  We are never safe around this serpent of slavery.  
Freedom is not an affront to Go(o)d any more or less than slavery is an offense to Go(o)d.   
Who then decides if a human has a right to sovereignty while on this planet?  The individual or 
the government?  The extent to sovereignty guaranteed any single human is strictly limited to 
the laws extended to a human by the government ruling the soil upon which a soul landed in 
human form.  Slave or free person, everyone is guaranteed a soul at birth.  It is in a sense is our 
birth right from the Creator Go(o)d.  Our soul helps us in the daily shoulder battles we humans 
face in our activities and commerce.   Do we listen to the good angel on the one shoulder or the 
little devil sitting upon the other?   
These daily battles, also known as our internal dialogue, never quiet or cease.  The internal 
conversation between the two angels, good vs. evil, we are forced to eavesdrop upon every day 
and night for our entire lives.  Whether we believe in a soul or in Go(o)d or in a devil, we still 
have to choose between our two angels one on one shoulder one on the other we call this 
eternal internal conflict a Shoulder Battle 
 
We still reflect upon our human condition.  We still consider ourselves to be master of our own 
destinies.  We feel a sense of direction, for some it is a Go(o)d given sense of purpose deep 
within our soul, and it is our sovereign right to lead ourselves in the direction we so desire as 
long as it harms no one including ourselves.  Or did I miss the point of our great country? 
Whether or not to make one’s own decisions is perhaps most important to the human whose 
sovereignty is debated.  To be a FREE HUMAN is as natural as survival, and both take 
independence and free will.  To be free is a preferred state of being a human to humans while 
being a human being.  To own and have total discretion, direction and choice over one’s body, 

https://youtu.be/ld7Gdw2S3NU
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mind and soul, is the definition of sovereignty.  Free will to control one’s own body, mind and 
soul.  What is still unclear to you at this moment is that the “body” part of that “body-mind-
soul” equation has already been entirely compromised and currently your mind is being 
programmed.  The remaining Soul Factor is your last remaining connection to personal 
independence. 
If this were England, citizens release their personal sovereignty to their sovereign leader, the 
Queen – it is their “free” choice to do so, but they must do so in order to live there.  It is their 
law.   
Some 250 years ago this why we chose to leave England and NOT live there.  We recognized 
and labeled that relinquishment of sovereignty as oppression.  England’s citizens then were 
cattle and debt slaves and could not own land.  We were instructed to release our personal 
sovereignty and ownership of our rights to another before Go(o)d. Our Love and Belief in 
Go(o)d taught us commandments which when compared to the laws of that land we could not 
abide.  Loss of sovereignty assaulted our sense of what is right according to our beliefs; 
specifically, our beliefs in the teachings of Go(o)d and Jesus Christ; there will be NO lord or 
master equal to nor likeness of Go(o)d.  The first two commandments, in fact, repeat the same 
directive in increasing degrees of importance.     
We were, we felt, forced to leave that home and our country to gain human rights – there was 
no such thing as human rights 200 years ago not even 100 years ago – we, as American set out 
to create and define them.  We made a promise and a dedication to do so for Go(o)d and 
because of Go(o)d.  For the purpose of good, in Go(o)d’s name; Amen.   This is how America 
was founded; we believed in the statement of in Go(o)d We Trust. 
Human rights is a campaign we have been defining and defending for only about 100 years.  
Half of our countries lifetime.  But it seems to be the primary directive in what launched us 
from our British Shores.  As a nation, we are so young, still.   The concept of America and what 
it is supposed to stand for, is still curing – still hardening – still solidifying.  It’s not cut in stone 
yet, but it is cemented in concrete from sea to shining sea.  It is supposed to be like that.  It’s 
the foundation of our one nation under Go(o)d, indivisible with Liberty and Justice for ALL 
creed.  We are not finished yet, not as long as we keep moving forward.  As long as we don’t go 
back.   We are still firming up our country to become the solid foundation upon which the rest 
of the world can firmly stand.  
Having a sovereign ruler implies lordship and ownership over a person’s body including a 
human’s heart and mind.  Other countries require complete and sole loyalty.  What they 
actually enforce is “soul” loyalty.   We were smart enough to recognize soul oppression and 
debt based enforced labor and greater still was the awareness that dedicating one’s soul to any 
lord, queen or master was akin to breaking the first two commandments.  Our religious sense 
of right and wrong morally led us from that kind of oppression to a land of freedom.  Where 
milk and honey could flow.  But we had to build it first.  Two Hundred Forty years later we are 
still under construction, but we are far from oppression… Aren’t we?  Are you shaking your 
head in the affirmative direction?  We are no slave to any other man, Pharaoh or Government; 
right? 
According to the Bible, a slave owner must abide by some stipulations many of them dealing 
with the treatment and ultimate release of any slave.  First, that a slave owner should not so 
much as act as lord and master – because Lord Go(o)d is the only Lord and Master, but instead, 
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to treat the slave with respect (dignity) and with care. Humanitarian care as outlined and 
maintained according to Karmaic laws of equitable fairness, which are legally now defined and 
spelled out under our human rights laws which we also helped establish.  
slavery definition 
 (ˈsleɪvərɪ) 
n 
1. (Law) the state or condition of being a slave; a civil relationship whereby one person has absolute po
wer overanother and controls his life, liberty, and fortune 
2. the subjection of a person to another person, esp in being forced into work 
3. the condition of being subject to some influence or habit 
4. (Industrial Relations & HR Terms) work done in harsh conditions for low pay 
 

Cruel and unusual punishment could include deprivation of or poisoning of food and 
poisoning or denial of clean water.  
 

Slavery begins through oppression and mistreatment of a people, race or social group.  Many 
political theorists, argue that oppression persists because most individuals fail to recognize it.  
Oppression sadly always starts with the discrimination and vilification of some class or group of 
people.  Without fail.  Slavery’s foundation is always based in awareness that some kind of 
discrimination is just or required in order for others to succeed.   
Discrimination by the way, is not visible to those who are not in the midst of it.  Unless you are 
the one being discriminated against or oppressed you won’t recognize it for what it is – you 
won’t acknowledge it for what it is either.  If you are the oppressor you hope no one else will 
recognize it, ever.  Once defined as slavery, forces will always arise to oppose it.  Whether 
Go(o)d condones it or not – free humans are vehemently opposed to any type of slavery, 
oppression or discrimination.  We will fight to continue what our teacher taught us.  Jesus 
teaches us Go(o)d’s way.  (Discrimination is never the way to Jesus.  But we already know that 
fact.)   
As long as it is never called slavery, as long as oppression is never exampled and as long as no 
one can prove motive otherwise, then there is no one to challenge or champion, or change it.  
The status quo remains and nothing changes.   
The inequities can endure for hundreds and hundreds of years and even reincarnate 
themselves from generation to generation often simply because those oppressed will not have 
the ability whether financially or emotionally to allow themselves to escape their maltreatment.  
It is in that passive resistance, which people as a collective acquiesce to their enslavement in a 
slave like existence.  There is a sense of hopelessness which perpetuates the very sense of 
hopelessness.   There is no way out “alive,” kind of hopelessness.  
Let’s “face” it.  None of us will ever get off the “face” of this planet alive – we are not 
astronauts; we leave only through our death or rebirth or the rapture.  We do not get out of 
here with our bodies in any scenario.  We will only have our bare naked souls when we die.   
Does that make you feel vulnerable yet?  Aren’t you glad you have a human body to protect 
your fragile tender soul?  But and not to be a Debbie Downer, we might as well deal with this 
fact and face of death:   

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Chattel+slavery
https://youtu.be/19vApPwWqh8?t=18s
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Everyone one of us will be dead longer than any one of us will ever be alive.   

That is the kind of eternity we are dealing with when we consider the eternity after we leave 
this place.  A billion years’ eternity.  We can barely handle the internet being out for five 
minutes.  Or, if our instant text message isn’t instantly responded to, we lose all sense of time 
and proportion.  It tests our patience.  Once in eternity will you wish to have a bodily presence 
again? To be reincarnated?  Take your time think carefully before you answer.   
 

The Mandela Effect 
The Mandela (side) Effect could have been written off as just a lack of better memory.  
Happenstance or even a change in a company’s logo for better stylized representation of their 
own symbology but, after noticing that indeed there was insurmountable evidence of a switch 
taking place.  

This you have to see to believe.  For at a glance this photograph is recognizable for what it is: 
This is a photograph taken on the morning of JFK assassination that day in Dallas – notice the 
iconic suit and hat Mrs. Kennedy is wearing.  Please look carefully at the number of seats and 
passengers in the vehicle. 
This is clearly a six seater vehicle. 
This photograph is verifiable and easily found on the internet.  Just do a google search on 
images taken that day. 

https://youtu.be/CsedCrqQGQ0
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The alarming thing you will discover is that during the same search results you will find pictures 
from every angle of this most infamous day in American politics.  What you won’t be prepared 
for is that under the same verifiable and authenticated search results you will also find this 

image: 
Please notice the same iconic suit worn by Mrs. Kennedy, notice the police man and even the 
hand hold for Secret Service on the back of both vehicles and then count, please, the number of 
passengers in this vehicle.  Your eyes are not playing tricks on you; the Mandela (side) effect 
however is.  The Goal is to trick you.  The Goal is to DECEIVE you.  Can you think of anyone who 
“deceives.” 
The FACT that there is a difference should be alarming someone – instead of being concerned 
over the fact that there is a change – we are having fun discovering all the changes.  Then it 

occurred to me; too many of us are finding “glitches” – there are too many of these anomalies 
not to indicate a pattern.  The fact that we have proof of the changes; should be the sign of the 
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bigger picture.  This is not our imagination or lack of better memory or even logo changes.  
THEY ARE CHANGING OUR REALITY.  That is the proof we need to be paying attention to; not 
the symptoms of the disease but the causes of the disease.  But again, who is they?  Who is 
doing this.   You see our disease is slavery.  We though, are not the disease; we are its victims.   
For in the battle over Good and Evil (which we choose to deny is happening right before our 
eyes) is over our souls.  Remember “We, the people” are deciding, creating our future – right 
now.   

 
Our opinions are being influenced by what we perceive through our five senses.  If all five of 
those senses are being manipulated, altered, or skewed and suddenly as an enormous group 
we collectively start expressing time distortions (de ja vu’s), memory distortions (mandela 
effects), ADHD, ADD, or Parkinson’s, and so many, over distortions over our perception of 
reality (flat earth versus spheroid earth, or a 4 seater versus a 6 seater, or Mandela died in the 
1990s versus him passing away in the following millennium) perhaps there is more than 
coincidence or odd accumulation of curiosities.  
Perhaps we truly ARE being “programmed” and manipulated just so that we feel confused.  
What if that is the INTENDED outcome and not just another odd coincidence?   What if this 
Mandela Effect is a SIDE effect of the “dumbing down” program currently underway?  The 
conclusion being that there is a problem, not that we are DUMB.  We are still the most 
intelligent species on the planet.  Aren’t we? 
 
Institutionalized oppression occurs when established laws, customs and practices systemically 
reflect and produce inequities based on one’s membership in targeted social identity groups.  
Once decimation or bias or denial of equitable trade or prevention of continuation of life starts 
to morph there is no quick fix.  If oppressive consequences accrue to institutional laws, customs 
or practices the institution is oppressive whether or not the individuals maintaining those 
practices have oppressive intentions.   
Perhaps I am naïve still as well, but it is not until the recognition of the signs of slavery 
(oppression) become apparent to both the captor as well as the captive before it is ever 
referred to as enslavement. 
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Once defined or called enslavement – the dynamics of everything will instantly change.  Like a 
disease it must be rooted out quickly before it manifests into a 1000-year plague.  It is 
important to remember that it will be championed eventually, but at what cost?  How many of 

us will die as slaves in the interim?  Left unchecked slavery could include ownership of more 
than land or labor, but could eventually lead to ownership of one’s individual total body, 
including their mind and soul.  1000 years of body, mind and soul enslavement sounds like a 
fate worse than death.  There is no peace for the soul.  The 1000 years of enslavement will go 
on though until a champion can find a way to free the masses.  But can you imagine if no 
champion came because no one realized they were enslaved?   
Then were they ever enslaved at all?   
 
A champion would look ridiculous freeing people from a slavery they didn’t even realize they 
were under.   
 Don Quixote would be so proud.)   

Wouldn’t someone appear just that insane to you?  If no one is complaining about their 
captivity or worse no one even realized they were actually enslaved what would be the point of 
freeing the population?  If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.  There are many champions in the world 
today trying to free many people who do not even realize they are enslaved and they do not 
wish emancipation.  I am no champion I just hope to rally a few out there to wake up to their 
destiny.  Are you the one?  Are you the one who will take this information to the next level? 
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It is important to recognize that we honestly might not ever awake to the fact that we are being 
oppressed.  The expressions “I can’t see the forest for the trees comes to mind.”  Or, “if it had 
been a snake it would have bitten me.”  Also, well “I’ll be it was right in front of me all along” 
are just some common expressions we use every day to express phenomenon exactly like this.  
A huge sign would be that snake in bed with you curled at your feet like a loyal dog seemingly 
always at the ready to serve you. It is always important to be aware of signs.   We look but we 
do not see, oh Lord, help us to see. 
Looking back on history is always a 20/20 laser focused (cause and effect) laundry list of events 
which indicated, clearly, how some event transpired.  Whatever it was, we can analyze it, take it 
apart, dissect it, mull it over, debate it, until we understand what led up to those events 
occurring at all.  We can look back on the pharaoh’s in Egypt, we can look back on WWII and 
Hitler; those were clear signs of times when a great populous of human beings were enslaved – 
but to do that we would have to also look at the days in America when we enslaved others.  
Lest we be accused of being hypocritical.  Our own forefathers, many of them that is, were 
slave owners.  That is historical fact.  Slavery and oppression can indeed start anywhere at any 
time despite the noblest of intentions or even the greatest of leaders. 
We judge a country by its leaders; say the words Pharaoh or Hitler and you understand the 
entire government and populous of its people.  Whether we understand why any of it 
happened we know it did happen.  And we can lay out a litany of events which had to transpire 
for the events to unfold the way they did.   
For whatever reason, Hitler indeed rose to power and hind sight being 20/20 we know exactly 
how quickly things got out of hand. We learned what special kind of evil he envisioned.  He 

declared what he would do and he used nationalism as a freedom cry to the masses he wanted 
so badly to lead.  And they listened.  He charmed them with his tongue.  He was a silver tongue 
devil.  We call Hitler a devil. He was a vile snake of a human being.  Ask any holocaust survivor 
and they would tell you that man, Hitler, was the devil himself. 
But what if he actually was Lucifer incarnate on earth?   
What if he actually was satan (reptile) in human form speaking to masses who would listen? 
He led them down the wrong path, but they were duped somehow, they were weak.  Perhaps 
they were very tired of their own sense of oppression and they sought to remedy their 
condition post haste.  It is always in that haste that evil will be lurking ready to strike like the 
venomous snake it represents.   
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Perhaps Hitler was indeed a hissing serpent (reptile) in human form; that might explain the 
sense of humor and pun that Nostradamus included in his prediction of the hissing snake Hister 
(not Hitler) would actually prove to become.  Once again proving his mastery of predictions.   
Perhaps it was just a misspelling, perhaps it was more sinister than Nostradamus was able to 
explain.  If he had claimed Hitler was an evil hissing (shape shifting) serpent sent by satan he 
would have been most likely put to death, or worse kept alive and tortured.   
But evil always has motive.  Its motive is just to survive; to be evil.  That is evil’s motive.  
Lucifer’s motive is to be one with evil.  The most evil.  Do not forget evil is always trying to 
overthrow the kingdom of Go(o)d, and on earth as it is in Heaven.  If Lucifer can’t beat Go(o)d 
at his own game in the heavens, then he will come to earth as Satan, or the Devil or just run of 
the mill evil named Hitler.  Lucifer will use a human being such as Hitler.  Hitler is but one 

example.  But not even Hitler could have engineered the insidious way in which our citizen’s 
senses have been masterfully swindled from under our individual sovereign control.   
Satan will try and use Go(o)d’s children in this very physical very real dimension called our 
perception of reality to get to Go(o)d if necessary.  Satan, unfortunately, has learned a secret 
about Go(o)d and he is trying desperately to effectuate this new plan to weaken Go(o)d, if but 
for just a moment.  Now, of course we all know that Go(o)d will eventually prevail. We know 
this, but for how long until Go(o)d can?  In the interim how many of us humans will suffer?  Will 
we usher in the 1,000 years of suffering?  I can tell you I have been shown a very possible way 
for that plan to be actualized.  Satan is using every means he has and he is hitting us hard right 
now.  Lucifer is attacking each of our senses one at a time waiting till they add up to the point 
of no return.   
We must be strong and realize exactly what time it is.  It is time to know the same secret as 
satan.  It’s time for me to reveal Darth Lucifer’s battle plans against the Allied Forces of Good.  
This is the beginning of a personal World War III for each of us, if we do not recognize the signs 
then we have already gone beyond the point of no return.  

The Law of Parsimony states:   
All things being equal the less ridiculous is the most plausible  

– Occam's razor theory 

We have removed Go(o)d, Art, and even Sports from our schools.  Because of lack of money.  
We are financially oppressed.  Our school curriculum, and it’s fall from the grace we wanted for 
our future, has somehow degraded despite a state lottery with 5 billion in prize money.  The 
schools were to have had a percentage of that.  It was supposed to be about the children.  That 
was our euphemism for getting the state to legalize gambling so we could enable ourselves to 
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get more than we had to give.  Right about here we were simultaneously taught that greed was 
necessary to be a true American.  Gordon Gekko taught us that.  Like any gecko, he was a lizard, 
a reptile, aka a snake in the grass roots of America.   
The number of cognitive brain dysfunctions including memory and time distortion (Mandela 
Effect) events such as ADD, ADHD, Alzheimer’s, and even De Ja Vu’s have, and in the people 
able to sense such disturbances in the “force,” been on the rise.  The number of You Tube 
videos of people witnessing they have seen, heard, or been visited, by Christ, Aliens or the 
Government Men in Black, and typically in that order of frequency, has steadily increased.  
There are of course more videos than ever but the subject matter is concentrated in non-typical 
YouTubers to those who are for all intents and purposes, Witnessing the Gospel. 
ACTS 2:17 And it shall come to pass that in the last days, saith Go(o)d, that I will pour out of my 
spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and daughters shall prophesy and your young men shall see 
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams  
 
I tell you this not to scare you but instead to prepare you.   
For you and I know what is ahead on the path forward, no matter which path we take, the 
future is still ahead and we must get thru it`.  We know in our heart of hearts what is ahead.  
But do we know what to do?  What steps to take as we walk down that path to the future?  I 
did not know any of these steps six months ago – not one bit of it.  But I have opened my heart 
and mind and allowed for the possibility that we all have a purpose a very real function on this 
planet.  And there is more going on than meets the eye. I too feel a need to testify what I have 
been witness to.  Ultimately I want to share with you the peace I have found.  I want you to 
have your own proof of Go(o)d.  I have found Evidence and Proof of Go(o)d and Jesus Christ and 
the Holy Spirit.  I could not see the forest for the trees.  I have been struggling daily to pull 
myself from the matrix but every day I wake up back inside.  There is a definite way out.  Once 
you get the hang of it, even the nausea will go away.  
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It took me 48 years, and I’ve haven’t had much Biblical or Religious indoctrination until recently, 
but I can’t help interpret what I have been shown.  I was still unclear.  Things are much more 
clear for me now that I’ve learned the “rest of the story.” 
There is a back story to the battle of Good and Evil and how evil exists genetically inside some 

of us.  There are secrets to the Bible, encoded in the words themselves; and I’m going to help 
you recognize the one you didn’t know you knew.  This is where the amnesia comes in to play.  
It of course starts at the beginning.   
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Do you hear what I hear? 
IN 1939 The Rockefeller Foundation lobbied Congress to change the standard tuning of 
American Radio Broadcast Signal from 432 Hz (4+3+2=9) to 440 Hz (4+4+0=not 9) 
The 440 Hz frequency is derived from the military.  It is the most: 

Debilitating, 
Stress Inducing 

Fear & Panic causing 
Dissidence Creating frequency; and is known as the DEVIL’s TONE, or the DEVIL’s INTERVAL.   
Here again another proof that there is more credence given to (d)evil than to Go(o)d.  Evil is 
very real - the military has clearly identified the devil’s tone.   
Music Industry – This article is IMPERITIVE to READ ASAP! 
http://medicalveritas.org/musical-cult-control/ 

Sound or Brainwave entrainment  
is a colloquialism for 'neural entrainment', which denotes how the aggregate oscillation 
frequency, resulting from synchronous electrical activity among ensembles of cortical neurons, 
can adjust to synchronize with the periodic vibration of an external stimulus, such as a 
sustained acoustic frequency perceived as pitch, a regularly repeating pattern of intermittent 
sounds perceived as rhythm, or a regularly intermittent flashing light. 
That is the definition from Wikipedia.  Who can understand this kind of bull?  *they* choose 
what you are allowed to be told – the other things they tell us – they just make it so boring and 
uninteresting or unintelligible so that we just don’t bother to look. 

http://medicalveritas.org/musical-cult-control/
http://medicalveritas.org/musical-cult-control/
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Think Pit and the Pendulum.  Pendulum Clocks.  Get a bunch in a room set them at different 
intervals and walk away.  Come back in a few hours.  The process of Entrainment will WITHOUT 
FAIL cause all the pendulum clock to reset their swings to SYNCRONIZE their beats.  
It is a thing of Nature which Christian Huygens noticed in 1665. Huygens also noticed things 
such as Centrifugal Force and that Light consisted in WAVES.  Check out the Wave Particle 
Duality and Double Slit Experiment with regard to LIGHT.  This is no coincidence these topics 
and this person are associated with one another. 
Entrainment is a thing of Physics 
It cannot be changed.  It is what it is. 
Women have their own internal clocks.  The rhythm method is used to time when menstruation 
occurs and therefore when a woman is ovulating.  Women who work together in an office 
environment will understand what I am about to say; men will not, but the sound of a collective 
“ah-ha – so that’s why” is about to be heard.  It may be uncomfortable to acknowledge this but 
entrainment also occurs in offices or anywhere women can work in close proximity to one 
another.  Their “cycles” will entrain with one another until the entire group of women are 
experiencing menstruation during the same period of time.  Women, when in close proximity 
for extended “periods” invariably reset their cycles to the same ovulation time frame.  All of the 

women in a given office will naturally without conscious awareness retrain (entrain) their own 
internal clocks to beat to the same drum as the women with whom she works.  When it gets a 
little emotional and it feels like the entire staff of women are behaving similarly one week a 

Figure 1- We only had TWO - UHF or VHF 
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month; you can be sure if they are of child bearing years – this is what they are experiencing.  
This is natural.  This cannot be controlled.   
 
Humans whether female or male, we feel a connection with each other.  Women have a 
mechanism to scientifically prove our connection to those around us.  Male bonding, to the 
best that I can tell, happens as well; I’m not a male, can’t really discuss what I don’t know 
about.   
 
This is also another of our five senses (hearing) to have been compromised since 1939 by the 
Rockefeller Foundation; who specifically lobbied our congress to switch our country’s broadcast 
signal from 432 hz to a known vibration which through a process called “entrainment” could 
without exaggeration, and after constant rhythmic pulse, begin to alter the bineural 
connections between the two lobes of the brain.  The name Rockefeller, by the way, is an 
anglicized version of the German Rokkenfelder or Rockenfeller, meaning from Rockenfeld. 
Binural beats and Cymatics 
C.I.A. Data Show 14-Year Project On Controlling Human Behavior 
1977-07-21, New York Times 
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85... 
The Central Intelligence Agency conducted a 14-year program to find ways to "control human 
behavior" through the use of chemical, biological and radiological material, according to 
agency documents made public today by John Marks. . There was an "urgent need," the C.I.A. 
and other intelligence agencies argued, to develop "effective and practical techniques" to 
"render an individual subservient to an imposed will or control."  
 
  

https://youtu.be/h9TtsJ33kCA
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85F438785F9
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85F438785F9
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85F438785F9
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85F438785F9
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F60A1FFC3E59157493C3AB178CD85F438785F9
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Chapter Two  

You cannot fight hate with hate.  You have only perpetuated hate.   
You cannot battle anger with anger.  You have only propagated anger.   

That is what is meant by an eye for an eye leaves everyone blind. 

 Only Love will truly defeat hate.   
Only peace will truly conquer anger.   

We know this and yet we feel a passion within to stand up and roar like a lion.  But remember 
the roar of a lion is not sounded in anger or fear.  A lion is never angry at the meal, not even 
while hunting it.  It is at peace while it goes about taking care of what must be done.  The Lion is 
patient and strong.  There is no anger when the Son of Go(o)d comes back as a Lion to his pride 
on Earth.  He is even more patient and strong.  He will not be angry.  But I am pretty sure he will 
be quite “adamant” (forgive me, I just couldn’t resist – that is the pun of a lifetime) about His 
leadership and He will show dominion over all of the animals.  Sadly, we have failed to do as 
Go(o)d asked us to do when He told us to care for the animals; in our amnesia, we forgot to 
care for the largest Animal of all; the planet, for it is a leviathan.  We were warned, care for the 
animals, or another will be chosen for that leadership role.  We will be demoted.  We will not 
have dominion over this planet any longer, unless we fix a few things which we broke, namely; 
our leviathan.  We do not live on a rock – You might want to sit down.  We live on a living, 
breathing, leviathan; a Giant Fire Breathing Dragon.  Her pet name is Atlantis.   There is much 
confusion about dragons and their meaning.  I will explain how as you continue reading that not 
all dragons are vicious or evil; there are those called the burning ones, for example, they are 
also known as the Seraphim and the Cherubim; they were also fire breathing dragons capable 
of shifting their shape.   
Sound like a great sci-fi novel?  Well that’s the definition and description of Holy Protectors of 
Go(o)d in the KJV of the Holy Bible.  They were giant dragons.  I mean really big dragons.  Our 
earth is one of those protectors of Go(o)d, or maybe just a pet dragon to Go(o)d.  We are, in the 
past 100 years or so, attacking on a global scale, Go(o)d’s living, breathing, pet dragon.  How 
long would you let your pet go with something sucking on its blood making it anemic?  The 
dragon is screaming, crying and withering for its master to save it.  Its master is the creator 
Go(o)d, the one and the same creator Go(o)d who created us also created this planet – why 
wouldn’t it be alive and as capable of mysterious ways, just as we are?  Is that why we are ¾ 
water and it is ¾ water?  Specifically salt water.  We are connected to the living planet.  We 
need the dragon/leviathan.  The only limitation to this reality at this moment is your ability to 
have an enormous imagination.  Suspend your disbelief; and imagine it is as it has always been 
known;  
She is female and it looks like she is pregnant pear; because she is.  Her moon child was still 
born.  Our Leviathan, she is pregnant again.  Thank GO(O)D.   It is why the moon rings like a 
hollow bell.  It’s just the shell to the egg.  And it is also why we are not ALLOWED to return to 
the moon.  We do not know how planets (especially their moons) are really formed.  But if we 
start to imagine the solar system as the galaxy’s reproductive system; planets (leviathans) are 
born all the time.  How many new “celestial bodies” have we discovered recently?  There is a 

https://youtu.be/DJP4UzRJ8So?t=1m48s
https://youtu.be/DJP4UzRJ8So?t=1m48s
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baby boom in planets going on across the galaxy.  That doesn’t mean “good - cause we’ve 
destroyed this one,” because we won’t be allowed to travel to any of them until we fix this one 
– we are all complicit in the murder and deliberate suffocation of this leviathan.  No, it is not 
necessarily because of our exhaust or our carbon footprint; but the underlying causation for 
both scenarios is; it is Petroleum.  Oil is the earth’s blood.  She is being vampiricaly drained of 
her rich life blood; and if you have ever driven a combustible engine, are guilty by association, 
we are all guilty because we demand the oil to keep flowing.  Hi HO Hi HO it’s off to work we 
go; and how else can we get there?  It’s time to start DEMANDING fuel alternatives; 
IMMEDIATELY.  It’s time to suck it up buttercup and speak with your dollars not your fist or 

your mouth.  
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Socialism of Slavery 

NOW THERE WAS NO FOOD IN ALL THE LAND, BECAUSE THE FAMINE WAS VERY SEVERE, SO THAT 

THE LAND OF EGYPT AND THE LAND OF CANAAN LANGUISHED BECAUSE OF THE FAMINE. AND 

JOSEPH GATHERED ALL THE MONEY THAT WAS FOUND IN THE LAND OF EGYPT AND IN THE LAND 

OF CANAAN FOR THE GRAIN WHICH THEY BOUGHT, AND JOSEPH BROUGHT THE MONEY INTO 

PHARAOH’S HOUSE. AND WHEN THE MONEY WAS ALL SPENT IN THE LAND OF EGYPT AND IN THE 

LAND OF CANAAN, ALL THE EGYPTIANS CAME TO JOSEPH AND SAID, “GIVE US FOOD, FOR WHY 

SHOULD WE DIE IN YOUR PRESENCE? FOR OUR MONEY IS GONE.” THEN JOSEPH SAID, “GIVE UP 

YOUR LIVESTOCK, AND I WILL GIVE YOU FOOD FOR YOUR LIVESTOCK, SINCE YOUR MONEY IS 

GONE.” SO THEY BROUGHT THEIR LIVESTOCK TO JOSEPH, AND JOSEPH GAVE THEM FOOD IN 

EXCHANGE FOR THE HORSES AND THE FLOCKS AND THE HERDS AND THE DONKEYS; AND HE FED 

THEM WITH FOOD IN EXCHANGE FOR ALL THEIR LIVESTOCK THAT YEAR.  
 (GENESIS 47:13-19). 

Taste 

Another of the first five basic senses is Taste. We are what we eat.  We eat pork and pig so we 
can accept and not reject Pig Hearts pretty easily. 

 
We eat plastics and metals so that we won’t one day reject the transhuman parts we will merge 
with as we enter this crystal matrix prison – I mean “space ship” we are designing to help us get 
off planet – you see we will be told we need to get off the planet one day in the distant future – 
we will be told she is dying or that she will be hit by a comet.  But somehow our very future will 
depend upon evacuating this planet.  
 Physically how is that even feasible?  
It will boil down to transferring our consciousness to a digital construct so as to ensure the 
survival of humankind far beyond the natural disaster about to befall Atlantis.  Now that you 

have been reminded that she is a living breathing giant animal again – and that we are sucking 
her of her blood – reconcile that according to the development of a Sustainable Planet.  It is 
because the government officials have realized something they aren’t willing to confess to you 
– that the planet is a living breathing animal planet upon which we live.   

https://youtu.be/gM6JLYWCpTg
https://youtu.be/eqKTdIZIBfU
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Not only are aliens real, but in the bigger picture (I mean really big) the Federation of the Aliens 
realize what we have forgotten.  The Planet is very much alive.  But she won’t be for much 
longer; Agenda 2030 is to help ensure the survivability of the planet and humans will be 
relegated to human encampments currently being designed by the very people meant to 

occupy them; we the people. The data is being accumulated and analyzed and you helped do 
much of the preliminary data entry with your little television remote controls.   

 
 

Genetically Modified Foods which are seedless are “sterile” and we are evolving to be sterile 
beings and some parents need assistance.  GMO’s were approved by our government, including 
“grown” meat. 
 

 
This is NOT food.  This is NOT real meat.  There is no food in the land. We are thirsty & 

hungry.  We are malnourished.  We are poor & tired.  
NOW THERE WAS NO FOOD IN ALL THE LAND, BECAUSE THE FAMINE WAS VERY SEVERE, SO THAT THE LAND OF EGYPT 

AND THE LAND OF CANAAN LANGUISHED BECAUSE OF THE FAMINE 
 
This is the third of the five senses (taste) which has been compromised.  Our own Federal 
Department of Agriculture FDA (Monsanto) and our United States Department of Agriculture 
USDA and USDHealth have all recognized the need for sustained survivability on some level; 
even if it is just for their own survival.  

https://youtu.be/IXv0Hfm8y9o
https://youtu.be/XSD0_I1MwqU
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AND WHEN THAT YEAR WAS ENDED, THEY CAME TO HIM THE NEXT YEAR AND SAID TO HIM, “WE 

WILL NOT HIDE FROM MY LORD THAT OUR MONEY IS ALL SPENT, AND THE CATTLE ARE MY 

LORD’S. THERE IS NOTHING LEFT FOR MY LORD EXCEPT OUR BODIES AND OUR LANDS. WHY 

SHOULD WE DIE BEFORE YOUR EYES, BOTH WE AND OUR LAND? BUY US AND OUR LAND FOR 

FOOD, AND WE AND OUR LAND WILL BE SLAVES TO PHARAOH. SO GIVE US SEED, THAT WE MAY 

LIVE AND NOT DIE, AND THAT THE LAND MAY NOT BE DESOLATE”  

It occurs to me that before slavery exists in a culture has it ever been known by its real name.  It 
will only be called slavery after the realization that those who were 
oppressed were enslaved at all.   The slave owners certainly do not see it as 
slavery, and they don’t want anyone else calling it slavery – once called 
slavery it is all over.  So unless someone else makes them realize it for the 

offense it is it is not referred to as slavery.  Without exception it is best only to use the term 
slavery in the most extreme of conditions.  Even the word oppression can only be used when a 
society complains about its own living conditions as being unfair or unjust.  What if a society is 
too bamboozled, drugged, or distracted to recognize its own social slavery?  We are eating 
SLAVE FOOD. 

IT WAS NOT WRONG TO BE A SLAVE,  
NOR DID IT PREVENT ONE FROM HAVING A GODLY TESTIMONY 

(CF. I PETER 2:18-25). 
JOSEPH WAS ABLE AS A SLAVE TO EFFECTIVELY SERVE GOD AND MAN. BUT FREEDOM IS SURELY 

PREFERABLE, AND IF IT CAN BE OBTAINED WE SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THAT OPPORTUNITY. 
 
BIBLE.ORG 
 
 

The Lost Continent of Atlantis 
Signs are always around – red sky at night sailors delight.  Red skies at dawn sailor’s take warn.  
Signs in the weather are very reliable forecasters for those sailing the seas of this one ocean 
planet.  There are not seven seas – there is but one.  At one time in our history we were known 
by this one ocean’s name.  
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This water planet was called a different name.  Not by the earth which separates the waters.  
But instead for the waters in the one ocean which joined the lands.  Our planet’s Biblical name 
was Atlantis.  It was not just a tiny city or continent.  But the WHOLE living water planet. 
It is possible that Pangea (modern word) when the tectonic plates were joined together, was 
the 1 (one) continent of which Atlantis seems to be inferred.  Does that give any indication the 
amount of time which has truly passed since this planet was called Atlantis?  Our Planet is 
billions of years old.  The history of Go(o)d’s race of people (humans) goes back to Go(o)d’s first 
builders of this planet tens of thousands of years ago. Before Adam and Eve. 
We are all survivors of the flood which befell our living water planet called Atlantis.   We are all 
the lost survivors of Atlantis.  Wake up sleeping Giants of Atlantis.  It is time to wake yourselves 
up and realize your true heritage.  It is in your blood.  I will prove to you that you are of most 
NOBLE providence. 
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Ladam & Eve 
Do you know the rest of the story behind Adam and Eve?  The Garden of evil, I mean Eden.  The 
Garden of Eden was where Eve was raped by a shapeshifting serpent.  Were you aware a rape 
took place one fateful afternoon in that very public gathering place called the Garden.   
 

Lucifer likes to compete with Go(o)d there was probably an alternate version of Go(o)d’s Adam 
– like in Superman’s Bizarro world – I call Lucifer’s version of Adam, L-Adam.  Pronounce it 
whatever way you like.  But Ladam, was part snake -part human, so a shape shifting human 
lizard about the physical size and appearance of Adam.  Ladam most likely would have 
shapeshifted his appearance so that when he approached Eve he appeared to be her husband 
Adam himself.  If Ladam tricked Eve into having sex with him, wouldn’t that make it rape?   
What if after the rape…. What you don’t believe the Bible spoke of the rape? 
 
It depends upon how you interpret the Bible, of course.  Because in a way they specifically did 
too tell us all she was raped by a shape shifting serpent.  Remember when we were more 
observant of manners and were less likely to be vulgar?  There was a time when we were 
delicate and we didn’t speak publicly of indecent matters.  When we spoke of two people 
making love we would blush.  Oh of course not now, but there WAS once a time.  I lived during 
this period.  I remember first hand.  The exact term used, especially around children, when you 
wanted to let another adult in on the message you were speaking so clearly but so cryptically 
went as follows; “she KNEW him in the BIBLICAL sense.” 
 
The terms KNEW and BIBLICAL referred specifically to sexual/carnal knowledge in such a way 
that could lead to something you needed to go to church and get married over.  It was that 
specific.  If a woman KNEW any man, especially in the BIBLICAL sense it meant one and only one 
thing. Period dot end of discussion.  So when the BIBLE states emphatically that Eve partook of 
the fruit of KNOWLEDGE.  There is little left to the imagination but discretion about this 
indelicate and sensitive subject.  I can see why it has never been publicly discussed in 4,000 
years.  I am sure you can understand why as well.Eve knew Ladam in the Garden of Evil (well it 
was on this particular day) And guess what happened?  Eve got pregnant from the rape.  How 
do I know this?  
   

https://youtu.be/xV5hcljKWYk
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The Sins of the Father.   
Pregnant by another man she passed her first child off as Adams’ and that would make Adam 
and Eve’s first child together not Cain, but Abel.  Cain’s baby daddy was Lucifer’s Adam (Ladam) 
Cain was jealous of his brother; So, why?  Abel would inherit everything as the first born.  Cain 
murdered his own brother once he was *able* to.  Cain was the world’s first murderer.  Does 
that sound like the actions of a man one generation from Go(o)d? 
Would it make sense that the world’s first murderer EVER had traits like his baby daddy?  His 
real father?  What did Cain do again? 
Murdered his brother.  
Hid the body. 
Lied to Go(o)d. 
Does that then sound like the son of Adam and Eve; grandchild to Go(o)d himself? 
Or, Ladam and Eve?   
Which father sounds like the heir apparent?  Well you know what I mean.  The reverse 
apparent heir.   Who or which one sounds capable of creating such a spawn of . . .. a spawn of 
whom again?  The spawn of satan - that would be Cain.  The grandson of Lucifer.  Evil incarnate 
passed off as the son of Adam and Eve.  This union infuriated Go(o)d.  Adam and Eve tried to 
hide what happened that day in the Garden from Go(o)d.  The Original Lie.  Eve’s mistake was 
not in betraying Go(o)d by intentionally eating the forbidden fruit, or even from the gain of 
forbidden knowledge, but it was mistaking Ladam for her own husband and in her 
embarrassment she tried to hid the event.  It was neither her fault for the fear she felt would 
enrage her Go(o)d any more than the rape was her fault.  She believed, at first, and to her later 
horror, Ladam was her own husband.  Eve was tricked by a shape shifting lizard/serpent who 
shifted and altered his appearance to resemble Eve’s husband, Adam.  Ladam raped Eve and 
left her naked, alone, and afraid of her own husband.  The real Adam did eventually find Eve 
and he nursed her to health and nourished her, but what resulted would truly be the most 
wicked thing on the planet.  
Go(o)d would find out the truth soon enough – he’s Go(o)d remember, so he’s pretty smart.  He 
was acutely aware of what wickedness had happened to his original humans.  He was really 
pissed off too.   
The Original Lie was this attempted cover up by Adam and Eve.  It is perhaps that we were not 
aware of the significance of the rape that the course of human history has been so off course 
since this moment.  This first lie must be corrected.  This Original Lie helped to hide and shield 
one of the most if not the evillest plots to have EVER befallen mankind in the history of all time.  
It is the very reason WHY you are being drugged, NOW.  It is by whom you are being enslaved, 
these thousands of years later.  Lucifer is still trying to overthrow the kingdom of Go(o)d.    
When next you ask how is it that someone can be so evil, or so cruel.  You have to realize it is 
because they are direct descendants of the line of CAIN.  When a descendant of Cain has a 
shoulder battle, their first choice is ALWAYS to side with the EVIL angel.  It is as hard for these 
children to choose that GOOD shoulder angel as it is for children of Adam and Eve’s whether it 
is from Able or Seth, to choose to listen to the bad/evil angel during our daily shoulder battles.  
So now that we can forensically identify that which has been hidden we can start to see exactly 
how evil could actually exist in real human form.  Children of Cain are directly related to 
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Lucifer’s satan or Ladam on this planet when in shape shifting serpent/lizard form.  Still a 
reptile.  And remember if you will that Go(o)d was pretty pissed at serpents after that night in 
the Garden.  He made certain all serpent would slither the land and never gain any RISE or 
GREATNESS above them.  A reference to size.   
He cursed all Lizards to be small to never again be large.  Dinosaurs are lizards right?  Giant 
Lizards.  T-Rex was named Thunder Lizard.  Lizards, are they not reptile?  Lizard/Reptile/Serpent 
– a rose by any other name does it not still smell as sweet?  As sweet as rotting meat?  Lizards 
love rotting meat.  Curious then if you will remember lizards we know were once large so large 
we created a special name called “dinosaurian” back about 200 years ago but anywhere else in 
the world a dinosaur is simply a dragon.  And a dragon is a serpent, is a lizard, is a dinosaur that 
used to be large but they have FALLEN from Go(o)d’s grace and will forever have belly to earth.   
Go(o)d was pretty pissed according to the written account if we are to try and explain all this 
with any logic.  Remember we must have proof of Jesus Christ – evidence.  This is providing you 
with much evidence – real adult – not kid stuff –not parables or metaphors or told discretely in 
whispers for the benefit of manners around immature children who were not old enough to be 
trusted with said information so it was hidden in plain sight.  Hidden in plain sight.   
Eve had sex and got pregnant with Cain and passed him off as Adam’s son.  And no one today 
even remembers she was raped by a very evil lizard probably beaten, sodomized, and left 
pregnant and embarrassed of her nakedness.  She searched to cover her nakedness.  She found 
that she was suddenly very aware of herself and wanting very much to clothe herself.  The 
longing was instinctual and raw like a mindless hunger.   
I would imagine she told her husband Adam, because she needed solace, counseling and 
comfort.  The best thing and only way she was consoled was to never bring it up again.  It was 
never brought up again.  It was the original cover up.  This is that original Lie.   
Adam was such a man of Go(o)d this is how he proved it – he took the son of satan on earth 
(Ladam) as his own and raised the child the best he could.  Cain was that adopted child of 
Ladam and Eve.  Cain was NOT of the union between Adam and Eve, that also means that Cain 
was NOT their first born.  
Eventually he and Eve were able to have a child together and this was Able.  We imagine Able 
as being second born to Adam and Eve.  When actually Cain never was a child of Adam and Eve 
to begin with.  Cain was of Eve, but not Adam.  Cain therefore was denied his father’s blood 
right.  He would be passed over for rights of the first born son.  None of Adam’s belongings 
would be Cain; they would all belong to Adam’s only son; Abel.  Adam and Eve’s first born son.  
However, and also eventually with this realization occurred to Cain, Cain would rise up and kill 
his own brother Able. 
Fast forward just a wee bit beyond the murder of Able.  Remember please that the two, Adam 
and Eve, tried a second time to have a son.  This would be Seth.  Seth’s direct descendent 10 
generations or so later was, guess who?  Noah.  Noah was NOT of the line of Cain and in fact 
the flood was to destroy the entire Cain blood line – are you starting to get the Bible into focus 
now?  The Big Picture gets a little clearer when you know the rest of the story doesn’t it? 
Ladam and Eve had Cain who was the worlds’ first murderer and who killed Adam and Eve’s 
first child together; Abel.  Adam and Eve had a second son named Seth born after the death of 
Abel.  Seth means replacement.  Seth was to replace the son murdered by Cain.  Seth’s blood 
line would begat Noah whose blood line and only blood line was to have been spared after the 
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flood.  Cain’s blood line being of (d)Evil and Eve was destroyed with prejudice entirely courtesy 
of the flood.  The one and the same flood which destroyed our world of Atlantis.  We still live 
on the Biblical planet of Atlantis.  We have not gone off planet.  We are survivors of the great 
flood.  Not all of us are descendants of Seth and Adam and Eve.  Cain’s line, through a wife of 
one of Noah’s sons was spared on board the one and the same Ark of Noah.   
If you think about it, you can see why the particular use of water and a flooding soaking water 
was chosen.  Remember, after the Garden of Eden incident serpents were cursed to have belly 
to earth – Go(o)d knew a flood would get them all – He drown them like the rats he determined 
they had become.  He was pissed that His Eve has been violated in such a manner.  He was 
infuriated.  The Original Lie he eventually forgave. But the pure blood line of the children of Eve 
had been adulterated.  Of her original two children before Seth; Cain’s grandfather was Lucifer 
and Abel’s grandfather was Go(o)d Himself.  The Original Go(o)dfather.  
The flood it is well known destroyed much life, it has often been blamed for the extinction of 
the dinosaurs.  The what?  The Giant Lizards? Or reptilian to be exact. (Remember this flood 
fact later because it will play a key role in why the Draconians believe we are squatters on this 
planet.)  But there was a deeper reason for the destruction being carried out in flood form.  It 
was Ladam and descendants of Ladam & Lilith whom Go(o)d was seeking to drown.   
 

Was Lilith Fair? 
Were you told of Lilith?  As you became an adult – you perhaps have heard of her mentioned 
from the BIBLE.  She was in fact Adam’s first wife.  And can you imagine on that day in the 
Madison Square Garden of Evil that perhaps in addition to Adam and Eve and Ladam the shape 
shifting serpent, that there might have been that one more guest and that was the very Lilith of 
which I speak now.  The dynamics that morning of the rape must have been a bit awkward.  
Especially for poor Eve.  She had no idea her beautiful husband had been married previously.  
Did they have children together she might have wondered?  Did they have a reunion that day or 
perhaps he simply flirted with Lilith and Eve was insecure enough to wander off.  
 
 It was during the time that she walked away from Adam’s protection that I fear Ladam the 
serpent in human form but very much a creation of satan who is Lucifer on earth approached 
Eve and asked her to talk.  Perhaps he did look just exactly like her husband.  Eve was 
influenced by a man who looked like her husband.  Ladam probably comforted Eve and 
reassured her in every way possible so that he could take advantage of the situation.  As the 
day progressed into a starlit sky, he whispered.   
Did you ever dance with the devil in the pale moonlight?   
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He was a silver tongue devil, he convinced her that husbands preferred a woman who KNEW 
what she was doing.  Perhaps it started with only oral sex.  Perhaps it is where we get the vulgar 

term to “eat someone” in this day and age.  She ate of the fruit from the tree of knowing.  We 
know however you cannot get pregnant from just oral sex.  The rest is hidden from history 
under a lie of omission but history perhaps none the less true. 
There are many lost stories of the Bible such as what became of Lilith?  To whom did she 
marry?  Did they have children?  It could have been their descendants who married Noah’s sons 
which kept evil genetically alive through the flood.  But according to some recent discoveries 
we have been given a glimpse of the world in Noah’s day and age.  Everyday life depicted in 
stone carvings and relief sculptures which have shed light on the real story of the flood. 
The one source creator Go(o)d is as we have always credited Him, a generous loving spirit.  If 
Lilith and her husband, even if it was  
Lucifer’s son (or attempt to equal God’s Adam) Ladam, did have children on this planet then our 
generous, loving and merciful Go(o)d would have offered them a chance to go off planet before 
he destroyed everything.  Is that too farfetched or scientifically improbable to suspend your 
disbelief?  But we know that in the end of days it will be like the time of Noah – if that is true 
then the times of Noah will have been like today – they would have had the technology just as 
we do now.  From the looks of it their tech was much more highly advanced than our own 
“modern” tech.   
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Did the institutions which we have entrusted to tell us of such discoveries like this little stone 
carving make these little gems public? Because somebody went off planet 12,000 years ago 
according to these artifacts discovered near Peru. I am pretty certain these would have made 
an impact on the people of earth, but these have been buried, not under ancient dust, but 
under antiquated ideology, superstition and copyright infringement violations.  The discoverer 
of these artifacts makes money carrying them around the world holding private pay to view 
seminars.  Until these private collection holders reveal their findings and they won’t for fear of 

retribution from the very institutions we created to validate and make public artifacts of just 
this importance.  
Somehow our government believes we cannot have aliens and Go(o)d, that the two are 
mutually exclusive. 
If you believe like the crew of Ancient Aliens and the History Channel – then the aliens are just 

us from a future time line, who travelled back in time to the past to help us in the past.  Did you 
ever wonder why they skipped over the us in the present?  
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Perhaps because we have been so dumbed down in our present timeline that we now believe, 
many of us, that the earth was never spherical at all but is actually and always has been flat as a 
pancake.  Our moon is a hollow space base but we don’t even get a spherical planet just a flat 
disk spinning like a record in space.  Monitored like the two people in Kurt Vonnegut’s 
Slaughterhouse Five, while they live out their simple lives under an invisible dome to be 
observed and studied by those who are interested enough to watch.  
*No wonder why the time travelling aliens (us from the future) skipped over us in the now, they 
believe we are a lost cause and too “dumbed down” (stupid) to save.  Good thing we somehow 
survive to get to a future where we can travel back in time to our past 12,000 years ago and set 
everything in the right direction again.  This conundrum keeps getting more and more 
ridiculous doesn’t it.  There is no need for the word alien if it is just *us* from our own future.  
How is that alien if it is just us from the evolved and scientifically advanced future.   
Then there are no aliens with this scenario.  It is just us out there in the universe.  Past, present, 
or future us – all of us are earthlings.  Logical conclusion:  if they are us then they come from 
and worship the same creator GO(O)D as we do.  Why are we afraid of ourselves?  That is 
where the different alien races will start to come into clearer focus. 
  You see the “Greys” are human beings from the “future” as they are ourselves after evolving 
in space away from a sun.  Our bodies have withered and greyed, even our eyes evolved due to 

the lack of our yellow sun.  It is not the greys of whom we should be worried or afraid.    
The descendants of Ladam and Lilith, left the planet for a nearby planet capable of sustaining 
life, named Nibiru.  Remember the “Lizards” (reptilians) whom were evacuated off planet 
before our Go(o)d wiped out every Dinosaur on this planet?  Ostensibly to make room for His 
human monkey race.  Now, before getting up in arms over such a seemingly derogatory and 
obviously maliciously intended racial slur – a large majority of the planet has what is known as 
the Rhesus Factor in our blood.  As in Rhesus monkey.  The RH factor divides us not by race, 
color, or creed, or even by sex, but by blood; RH positive or RH negative.  You either are or you 
are not part monkey blood.  Let’s save this line of reasoning for later, but it’s good to know 
now.  
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Some of our planets inhabitants went off planet last time Nibiru was close enough to jump over 
to it, oh, about 12,000 years ago.  And after 12,000 years they are returning now.  We have 
proof of “Grey aliens” all the while denying that our skin turns grey when not exposed to 

sunlight.  The melanin in our skin might actually be the cause of the skin cancers and when not 

exposed enough to the sunlight for 12,000 years we would have become as grey as these 
“aliens”.   
 
These “aliens” went off planet and they are returning.  They are us.   
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We should be welcoming their return, not creating enemies out of them because we are too 
immature to recognize from all the clues what we have forgotten.  This is our amnesia.  This 
amnesia is also why we have been enslaved and oppressed and not trusted with the truth.  It’s 

time to unravel the truth.   
 
Because, actually this is not the whole truth.  There is more.  While yes, the grey aliens are most 
likely human, there are those earthlings who left our planet from the Lilith and Ladam bloodline 
who were not entirely human.  Their bloodline is wholly different.  Ladam and Lilith’s children 
would have tended to be more like their shape shifting serpent of their lineage and Ladam’s 
father and grandfather.   
These former earthlings have been for 10,000 years living on a planet in slow orbit around our 
sun and like a clock is coming full circle back this way again.   
However, in this bizarre world Lucifer is worshipped, and their written doctrine tells of their 
own Adam and Eve; only there they know the story of Ladam and Lilith.  Lucifer has 
indoctrinated them to despise how the Human Monkeys of Go(o)d kicked Ladam and Lilith off 
the very planet upon which they clearly had title.   
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But wait it gets worse not only were Ladam and Lilith and their children “forced” off planet by 
an angry Go(o)d, but it is their belief that our Go(o)d drown their ancestors the giant lizards aka 
dinosaurs – also known more importantly and currently as the Reptilians, to make room for His 
new breed of monkey humans.  Go(o)d is a destroyer of worlds.  To 
Draconians/Nibiruians/Reptilians in this convoluted situation they are all overlapped.  Lucifer is 
a fair and just, giving Go(o)d.  Lucifer, it has been taught to the Reptilians, was the inventor of 
the tech which brought them to their new home planet; Drago thousands and thousands of 
years ago.  To them Lucifer is the great liberator and creator of true freedom.   

It is the belief of every Reptilian that monkey men of Go(o)d are planet squatters.  Because the 
dinosaurs and all Reptilians existed before the invention of mankind, or so they believe, and so 
has been the story on this planet too.  Remember those institutions entrusted to teach us our 
history and heritage?  They told us this lie.  
 They demanded we believe that dinosaurs were here first and then were “magically” destroyed 
by a comet or impact from the heavens/outer space just in time to make room for humans. 
Remember the same information hidden from we Humans has also been hidden from 
Reptilians.  They were not here first.  But we were here at the same time. 
This is a clear sign that we walked with the ancestors of the Giant Reptilians.  We might have 
even been friends or allies. 
But not now.  Fast forward 12,000 years to modern day, the Reptilian Lizards of Lucifer despise 
the Monkey Men of Go(o)d, they are also on planet Nibiru which happens to be coming back 
into NEO or Near Earth Orbit all these years later.   
The seed of evil from Lucifer was genetically placed in both Cain, his grandson, and in Cain’s 
true father; Ladam.  The entire reptilian race not only have Lucifer as their leader but is their 
living Go(o)d and their government.  Their government is what we would call a Pharaoh 
government.  
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Lucifer has twice sent his surrogate to our planet Atlantis in a quasi human form to try and 
claim it for their own.  Once as himself, as Pharaoh, the second time in German form as Hitler.  

He is coming back.  He is not finished with this battle with the Creator Go(o)d.  But the seed of 
evil from the Nibiru planet, as indicated by the Mayans prediction of their return sometime in 
the year 2012, has already returned.  They are indeed here and within striking distance.  They 
have history with our planet; they have a past with our ancestors.  What is worse is that by our 
own admission we have given them right to overtake this planet by teaching that the dinosaurs 
were here before humans.  
The children of Cain remember even as evil as those descendants can be, they are still part of 
Eve and of this planet so they are entitled to a soul.  They have shoulder battles they are 
human.  But the children on Nibiru are totally of Ladam and Lilith.  Lilith was not made of the rib 
of Adam but of dust just exactly like Adam. Lilith was Adam’s equal in every way.  To a large 
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extent that threatened Adam’s dominion and why he asked for Eve in the first place.  Because 
he grew tired of Lilith.  Adam wanted dominion over woman not just beasts. 
What you won’t be prepared for is that Reptilians are more of Lucifer than of Go(o)d and they 
do not have the benefit of Go(o)d’s sparkle of life; they have NO soul of which to speak.  They 
do not have a function for Go(o)d as humans so.  They have no immortal soul.  Their deaths are 
finite, and as such have less regard for the mystical questions of religion as we do.  Their 
technology simply revives their bodies if wounded or near death.  A new body can be taken 
from a lower caste member.  The life span of a true Reptilian can be as long as they can find a 

replacement body.  Reptilians can live naturally for nearly 200 years, and with their technology 
as advanced as 12,000 years of it can muster; they will bring to our planet that technology.   
That technology will “bring us back to life” from mortal injury. 

 
This is how we will walk into the matrix. It’s a bad sign that our mortal enemies have no soul or 
moral conflict.  We will not be able to reason or understand or plead with them for mercy.  
They hate us.  But at first they will mingle with us.  They will learn our language, understand our 
signs, sing our songs.  They will learn our government.  They will understand what we want, and 
what we need.  Then they will provide it to us. 
Cain you will remember defied Go(o)d by demanding, “am I my brother’s keeper?”  Answering a 
question with a question.  Yup, that’s never a good sign.  Neither is Nibiru coming back into 
NEO. 
Signs are everywhere.  Making certain those signs are good or bad makes a determination in 
who wins those shoulder battles.  The battle over your soul is very real.  This third time though 
when Lucifer seeks to destroy the children of Go(o)d, he will do so while sending our souls 
straight to Go(o)d with a toxic amount of unfiltered evil.   
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Be sure to pay attention to every sign around you.  Pay attention to Atlantis for she is the 
biggest sign something is wrong.  You can hear her scream when inert volcanos are erupting for 
the first time in 1000’s of years, you can see her cry when rain storms fall so hard entire 

communities are flooded in 1000 year floods. You can feel her tremble when earthquakes and 
sink holes rip her skin apart.  You know she is being bled to death when we suck out her 
precious body’s life fluid like a mosquito drinking the blood of the earth; oil.  
 
 What happens to your car’s engine if you run it without OIL?  It is the exact same thing the 
engine of EARTH is doing right now – shutting down – due to overheating.  We are welding the 
free flowing gears together and she will stop revolving just like any engine will stop turning 
over.  We are killing the heart and engine of this leviathan (planet), and the Lizards are using 
this as the nail in our coffin for the reasons WHY we should be culled off this planet.   
 
We shared the planet then – because we were here at the same time – guess what – it’s time to 
share again.  
 
There is no other “place of our own” in which we can separate ourselves from any other 
human.  I must find who said this. 
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Chapter Three  
 

As for me and my home/heart  
we shall serve the Lord. 

With the Lord in my home/heart  
no weapon formed against me  

shall prosper. 
I rebuke satan in all forms. 

Amen. Amen. Amen. 

Hold the concept of heart and home (because Home is where the Heart is) in your mind at the 
same time while you speak those words. Do every day before you leave the safety of your 
home so that you are protected.  Your home is where your heart is.  Saying such a prayer helps 
to protect it as well as yourself so saying just these words you have protected your home in 
your daily prayers.  Do you realize what else you do when you remember to take the 10 
seconds it takes to repeat the words above?  Let me remind you gently.   
You serve the Lord by reminding Him of your daily spoken word.  That prayer asks for nothing 
FROM Go(o)d.  It is your reaffirmation TO Go(o)d.   Gaining Proof of Jesus is accomplished by 
giving prayer and acknowledging Him daily.  You will be able to prove to Go(o)d that you had 
proof of His Son while you lived – and you spoke that belief in him daily before you left your 
home.  Go(o)d will see that you did – every morning.  Go(o)d is watching.  Jesus is watching.  
Go(o)d and Jesus are one and the same.  Your home and your heart are one and the same in 
much the same way.  Lucifer is watching too. Guard your soul well for it does matter.  Choose 
your shoulder battle champions well for in the end it will matter. 
It is just one of the answers to: How do we get our soul clean?  It starts daily with a gentle 
prayer FOR your creator.  Like an offering.  Or a dedication.  Try the simple prayer above or a 
combination in kind – would it hurt?  You decide all things – it’s called Free Will.  Your choice.  
Just want to gently point out some of the clues to help you study for that SAT coming up – it’s a 
Standardized Achievement Test to evaluate how much you have learned so far since you’ve 
been here you know, before Final Exams and that thing we call a Judgement day.  
I’m going to be frank and relevant so get past it please, there is a more important lesson that 
might benefit you and if this is a message to you, then don’t shoot your messenger.  But my 
point is that, I cannot give you a message – a message is how you interpret the words you hear 
– I have only words that I wish to say and I want to say them in a particular order.  What 
message they contain, well that is up to you the reader to understand. 
Can I share this, as confident as I am today, these steps I’m explaining, well I did not know any 
of it about six months ago?  I had many more fears and concerns in my blindness than I have 
ever had now that I have been allowed to see the BIG picture.  So yes, knowledge has been 
increasing my strength.  This information does scare me but it also comforts me to know that 
the more REAL this feels the more scared I get, the more that I realize that yes, yes, it is all 
because it is so extremely REAL.  If it weren’t real it wouldn’t trouble me as deeply as it does. 
There is much to be afraid of.  Yet, there is much to be strong for.  Free Will.  Your choice.  The 
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two are opposite and do not dilute.  Yin.  Yang.  Pick a side.  (Can you handle the truth?)  IT 
comes down to your choice; it’s up to you.   
Walk towards one or the other.  Take measured steps.  There are deliberate steps to take.  For 
example, the quick prayer at the beginning of this chapter that is something I now say to start 
my each and every morning. Do not take my words if you do not like them.  It doesn’t hurt me – 
these are great for me; I wanted to share with you so you get an example of what direction you 
can take.  Notice I said direction.  It is all about the path and the steps you take.  Use my simple 
prayer as an example of one to build for yourself.   
Remember to make souvenirs for Go(o)d along your travels.  When I remember to say my tiny 
prayer I feel protected, and it will be shown one day (Judgement Day) each time I took a 
moment to look for a second longer at a beautiful flower and think of Go(o)d’s creation.  Even 
when I say little prayers throughout the day.  Actually, If I don’t say it – things seem odd for my 
day until I remember the order of the words, and I speak those words, then that oddness is 
suddenly removed.  It is not some charm of making to be used to make something work for 
you.  It is a prayer to make your life become more charming to you.  You are opening a dialog, 
you are connecting immediately your physical, mental (heart and mind) and soul with that of 
Go(o)d.  If Go(o)d is as spiritual as many believe then they believe that Go(o)d is antimatter; 
Aether.  Go(o)d is the Fifth Element.  Go(o)d can become matter or create matter and is the 
force of energy behind all (matter and anti matter alike) Yin and Yang.  It is why we have 
trouble identifying Go(o)d as male or female.  In that sense and for lack of a better word, then 
Go(o)d is gender fluid.  But if it is easier to think of Go(o)d as either one or the other, then that 
is the limitation of the interpreter of the force, not in the limitation of the force itself.  Go(o)d 
can be either or both or neither if that is what this anti matter spiritual being from another 
dimensional plane of existence “chooses” – Go(o)d is the inventor of Free Will.  It was Go(o)d’s 
free will to create all things. 
The words, of your chosen prayer, whatever they are, must be spoken, wind must pass your 
lips.  There is something which keeps reminding me to emphasize – the breath of your life must 
pass your lips.  It can be but a whisper but it must be the spoken word.   
I want to remind you of these things and these simple steps you and I both forgot, because of 
that amnesia we are all starting to suffer from.  For I knew them as well as you did, but I forgot 
them and a test is coming up.  In school, or in a group, team or steering committee, I 
remember, we wanted to share our knowledge, put our two cents in there so that as a group 
we all would benefit from what another might know.  As a group we all would benefit from that 
shared knowledge.   
 
If all that it takes for evil to succeed is for good people to do nothing.   I am compelled to share 
what I have learned lest I allow evil to continue unchecked, un noticed.  I see a trend; a pattern 
so alarming to my sense of “something’s happening here, what it is ain’t exactly clear” but 
there is something going on.  Not only do I want to show you what I have discovered, but I want 
to ask you what you think?  There will be negative things.  You will be taken places your mind 
may become uncomfortable knowing.  Some links you click on say part of what I am trying to 
explain but then they lead off in another direction.  I neither support nor condone nor agree 
with their ideology or philosophy.  This commentary is here for you to divine your own 
conclusions.  Right or wrong.  It is time to wake up; if you will let me wake you up.  I am trying.   
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Go(o)d needs us now more than ever.  The only way to decide is to see the information that will 
make you uncomfortable.  You can handle the lies just as easily as you can handle the truth.  
But you must hear both sides to know which words are true.  It is up to you to experience 
though. 
 

Go(o)d’s SAT  
We are about to take something like a Standard Achievement Test before our Final Exam to 
follow later.   This also is much of what we are all sensing right now.  We are aware of a 
sensation of unpreparedness -of uneasiness – we haven’t been tested like this before.  But a 
test is coming.  Remember our teacher is a good teacher and although pop quizzes are 
uncomfortable they do help us ready for that final exam.   

Preparing for the Finals 

The Creator created by speaking a word 

the Word of Go(o)d 

So, in the beginning, was the SOUND of Go(o)d’s Word. 

Before Judgement Day.  Before the Apocalypse.  Before Revelations. There is a pop quiz.  
Similar to our SAT.  But this pop quiz will prepare you.  You will know it when it happens to you.  
You will have a life experience which causes you to question your existence and you will at the 
same time find that answer.  You will know your calling.  Perhaps it already happened to you.  
Or it has yet to happen but I assure you it will.   I can’t explain how this happened but I have 
had a sneak peek at this SAT exam.   It is a little difficult, there was stuff on this test that blew 
my mind.  Even better; I saw the answers.  I remember most of them. 
I didn’t know about Eve.  I didn’t know about Atlantis.  I didn’t know about the Voice of Go(o)d 
being so loud and being the same thing as the Big Bang.  But it all makes sense.  For example 
with regard to the Big Bang.  Go(o)d is so powerful.  His voice would deafen us if we were to 
hear it.  The sound wave would be enormous.  Really Big. The Big Bang and The Voice of Go(o)d 
were both the same Big Sound. Science and religion seem to have been in agreement all along, 
but we are so drugged and sedated we are not making the connections.  Science declares 
beyond a shadow of a doubt the universe started with a big loud bang.  Religion says the exact 
same thing.  He spoke the universe into existence.  We know his voice would be 
incomprehensible to the human ear it would be so deafening.  How is that not a big sound? 
I like to think that He spoke in a beautiful voice when He spoke the universe into existence. In 
space no one can hear you scream; remember?  So who knows what the Big Noise sounded 
like, but in the beginning was the Word.  And the Word was with Go(o)d and the Word was 
Go(o)d.  Check this out: 
So in the beginning was the Sound of Go(o)d’s Word = Large Sound/Universe Began 
So in the beginning was the Big Bang = Large Sound/Universe Began 
Science has Proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that a Large Sound began all things.  That is 
exactly what the Big Bang is saying.   Now, I won’t be the one to tell Go(o)d that his voice 
sounded like gears of an engine cranking up.  Some call it Big Bang, I’ll call it a Big Sound which 
began the universe.  Aren’t they the same thing?  No, I am asking, you?  Go(o)d is Big.  His voice 
would deafen us.  He began the universe with a Big Deafening Sound.  A big noise.  Not one of 
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us know what it sounded like it might have been in 3-part harmony – being the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Spirit of course it is in THREE PART harmony.  Heads up – I wrote the book and it 
turns out, (I’ll show you this if you care to study it because it is really important that you show 
your math on the SAT  – remember, how you arrived at your conclusions about Jesus and Proof 
of Go(o)d is part of the scoring on this SAT.  I can help you with the Cliff notes version.  But in 
order for you to receive the blessin’ in the lessin, you must walk the talk. You have to know 
what you are talking about – Go(o)d can spot a faker.) The universe is in 3 part harmony all the 
time. I can break down why in about two paragraphs.  Keep reading it’s in here.  
Because I recognize that a “dumbing-down” phenomenon is also occurring I feel it will be 
forgiven if I give you some clues to point you in the direction that you should be focusing your 
study efforts on your way to your own Proof of Go(o)d.  Like that daily reaffirmation of your 
dedication to Go(o)d, that’s extra credit daily bonus points – you score quickly the more of 
those you have spoken.   You will want all the extra credit you can rack up.  You will have time 
to study a bit before the upcoming pop quiz.  There are many ways to earn extra credit for this 
pop quiz coming up.  Like in a video game score the easy points when you can. 
Okay, so I might be cheating slightly to tell you in advance that there is a pop quiz coming your 
way, oops my bad; but I think it is only fair that I should say to you -don’t be thinking that 
Go(o)d doesn’t love you cause “baby” he does.  Go(o)d loves you.  Go(o)d wants you and needs 
you.  When you realize how much He needs you, you might find your life begin to change from 
what it currently is.  He wants you and needs you to pass this test.  This test is really difficult 
and you might be asked to show a little love (like that dedication prayer shows Go(o)d your 
love) for extra credit because you might do worse than you imagined.  I did much worse than I 
ever imagined and I really often think I know this well enough to teach it – but alas, turns out 
no I do not know as much as I thought I believed I knew.  Starting with my belief.   
Turns out, belief alone was NOT enough to make the grade.  We do need and must have proof 
of Go(o)d.  Read your Bible – we must find proof of Go(o)d, to get to Go(o)d yes, we do go 
through Jesus and we will also have to go through Cherubim; Lucifer.  Lucifer is Cherubim and 
Lucifer keeps evil from getting to Go(o)d.  Lucifer single handedly checks every soul before any 
enter the Kingdom of Go(o)d.  No evil must ever touch Go(o)d.  Cherubim have a very real 
mechanical function for Go(o)d.  Lucifer filters evil and prevents it from reaching Go(o)d.  It is 
his purpose.  He is servant to Go(o)d.  Not equal to Go(o)d.  We were made to perform a very 
real and very mechanical purpose equally as important as Lucifer.   
Cherubim always stay at Go(o)d’s feet to protect Go(o)d, but in scientific reality, their form and 
shape may not exactly be the sweet little angel babies we have come to visualize.  They are 
vicious protectors of Go(o)d and will not let a soul pass unless it has been thoroughly cleansed 
of evil.   Lucifer’s job is essential to the livelihood of Go(o)d.  For Go(o)d to remain platonically 
pure and good, then evil is never permitted entrance to the Master’s soul.  Do not forget each 
human soul is made of a tiny particle of Go(o)d’s soul.  The Master’s soul is fragmented in a 
sparkle you carry in your eye for as long as you are alive.  Upon your death you return that 
portion of the Master’s Soul having lived a full and wonderful life.  Your birthright for being 
born on this planet is that sparkle of soul given to you by the one Source Go(o)d.    
This is why the eyes are truly the windows to the soul.  The sparkle is the unmistakable sign that 
Go(o)d is in each of us. While we experience all every combination which life has to offer we 
are able to perform that function for Go(o)d.  That is our purpose – and our covenant with 

https://youtu.be/BrnZv7fHGSE?t=2m6s
https://youtu.be/BrnZv7fHGSE?t=2m6s
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Go(o)d.  We offer to cleanse that tiny bit of Go(o)d we share with his eternal soul for the time 
we are here on earth.  WE are to wash ourselves clean with the waters of this living water 
planet and we are to cleanse our soul with our tears.  We are to experience though – not ignore 
the event.  To ignore means to be ignorant of purpose.  To ignore an event is to deny an 
opportunity to show Go(o)d you would sacrifice your soul for him. Remember what he did for 
you while he was Jesus and here upon this water planet.  He sacrificed his Son for our sins.  In 
acknowledgement we help him cleanse His eternal soul.   Each time you sacrifice your peace of 
mind and find Good somewhere in it, then your part of filtering that experience has been done 
for Go(o)d. 
The entire human experiment was envisioned as a way to filter evil.  To replace Lucifer.  You see 
Lucifer has demanded “time” off from his duties.  Lucifer wants a vacation from filtering evil.  
Humans are the proposed solution.  That is if we succeed. 
If humans (brought about through Adam and Eve) can filter evil as effectively as Lucifer, then 
Go(o)d won’t need Lucifer for a while.  That is why humans were supposed to remain free of 
any sense of evil and why Go(o)d was so “pissed off” about the whole Ladam and Eve situation, 
the line of Ladam/Cain, his rightful heir wasn’t of Adam and Eve, but of Lucifer.  This was what 
the Flood was to have corrected. Remember a heavenly day is like 1,000 years for life on earth.  
The experiment was set into motion and it was decided to fragment a tiny portion of Go(o)d’s 
Master soul to each human being born on planet earth.  Their sparkle of life or soul takes the 
experiences of each human existence and day to day life . . .. all of it, good, bad, confusing, 
logical, orderly, chaos and every combination of eventualities into consideration.  It is through 
FREE-WILL that we are supposed to choose to rise above evil.  We must experience it and yes, 
even be tempted by it.  Often we may immerse ourselves in it for a brief time to fully 
understand its implications.  Once fully understood as humans with a portion of Go(o)d’s soul 
which we are to filter for Him we are to choose to process the evil which we experience and 
find good in it so that it cleanses our soul.  It is in our daily “shoulder battles” and during that 
process of discovering good; and we must try so very hard to discover the path to good no 
matter what we personally feel about the event; we must try to filter that evil and not be bitter 
by it lest we become complicit in Lucifer’s nefarious plan to short circuit the filter for Go(o)d.  
Lucifer wants humans to fail.  Lucifer thinks it will weaken Go(o)d just long enough to attack 
head on.  Devil wants to wager all the souls he bought over time and mixed with a weakened 
filtration system to see if his hair brained idea may work.  It is only a small chance that it will 
work.  But how many human beings will be laid waste to see if his plan “might” work? 
Lucifer wants a day off, not to be replaced by humans entirely.  Lucifer is hoping anything will 
work.  He has been at this game for a long time.  Could you imagine for a moment; wouldn’t it 
be great to live without Satan or Lucifer for a few thousand years?  Could you imagine for a 
moment if all humans were able to feel their special connection to Go(o)d?  Would the tide 
then turn this planet around to choose good instead of evil.  We seem to succumb to evil’s plot 
to wallow in evil events and traumatic catastrophes.  Go(o)d needs us to be strong for him.  
Go(o)d needs us to filter that evil both for our own individual souls and for him.  When you die 
your soul is returned to the Master’s soul cleansed.  If through your own free will you have 
made the “right” choices, that is.  Having filtered evil and keeping evil from entering the 
Master’s soul you will of course be returned to the master’s soul.  We are all returning our souls 
cleansed through our spiritual journeys in this body and in this life aren’t we?  Well aren’t you?  

https://youtu.be/vm9kjKoE5Ig
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You aren’t hung up on some evil event, are you?  Can you put it behind you now?  Knowing that 
you did your job for the One Master; Father Go(o)d; our Go(o)d who art in Heaven hallowed be 
thy name.  We lived and experienced as much evil as was available and we CHOOSE, through 
our own free will, not to go to the dark side.  We denied evil.  No matter how tempting or how 
good it tastes – and please taste life.  To deny yourself the evil that we are supposed to process 
short circuits Go(o)d’s reason for our being here in the first place.  It is our JOB to filter evil.  
How can you do that if you deny the experience all together?  Not playing the game does not 
make you a better Christian or a better soul to Go(o)d. You are NOT performing your intended 
purpose by not participating.  Getting out there and doing the HARD job He asked of us is our 
PURPOSE.  We must take the evil which happens to us and find the good in it and not be bitter.  
You have heard this all your life.  Now you know the real reason why we must experience any 
evil at all.  Know that you have always been working for Go(o)d; you have always tried to use 
your powers for GOOD, because you are a child of Seth.  You wouldn’t choose that evil angel on 
your shoulder because you genetically can’t choose to be evil.  It truly goes against every fiber 
of your being.  You will always choose good and never evil; and you have always known there is 
a REASON you must experience pain in this life.  Know also, that you have purpose; you felt that 
pain that suffering for GO(O)D – that is your reason you suffer.  You are suffering for Go(o)d; 
and God knows you are the only one who could burden such sorrow and survive; guess who 
gets tapped to hurt the most?  The strongest.  Not much thanks now, but Go(o)d will thank you 
when you get back home to him.  For now, know that there is much more to life than you have 
ever considered.  Let it sink in to your soul that it is all real.  Your soul belongs to Go(o)d; what 
you do with it is up to your own FREE WILL.  You decide but know that it does all matter.   
 
The only thing you can sell to the devil is your soul.  He is the only buyer.  It is the only thing 
which you can freely sell but that you never bought.  Never forget though the only buyer is 
Lucifer.  Your soul is your birthright and your gift from Go(o)d.  One last thing, If Lucifer can buy 
your soul, it will never be reinserted into the Master Soul.  Lucifer never gives back a purchased 
soul until that end match.  Do well to protect your soul in this life form, in this body and while 
you are here NOW.  It does matter if you sell your soul.  Go(o)d does not need to bargain with 
you.  Go(o)d, will freely give to you what you ask.  If anyone is bargaining with you be sure to 
recognize that that is Lucifer.  But be certain that is part of your test and if we pass, so long 
satan, hasta la bye bye for 1,000 years.  Lucifer is testing you; not Go(o)d.  Lucifer remember is 
trying to keep evil from ever returning to Go(o)d’s Master soul.  Lucifer will root out the evil 
within you so that you never return to Go(o)d.  That is his job.  It’s what he does.  It is Lucifer’s 
job to root you out here on earth before you can ever get back to the master source soul.   
Your soul is going to get dirty, ugly, stained, tarnished . . . but only if you are living for GO(O)D, 
will you make those blemishes clean and beautiful things every time you find the good in the 
evil which is presented to you to digest.  Then will you have fulfilled your purpose on this 
planet.  Only then will you have defeated evil in the grand scheme of things.  Defeating evil and 
putting Lucifer out of a job for a few thousand years ensures your reincarnated soul or your 
everlasting soul (when it rejoins the Master Soul) the single most desirable thing which every 
human wishes.  Ask yourself what do you really want?  What is that -thing which every soul 
desires beyond all else?  PEACE.  Or what many would name the sensation of love.  Peace is just 
the awareness that everything is in balance.  If it is just a sensation it might be the 7th sense. 

https://youtu.be/2WidSjlRyVg
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If you are wondering how to find peace and love and this harmony, then I am very happy you 
are going to keep reading this book – it is love and the steps to demonstrate love that will shield 
you as a weapon against the evil forming against you at this very moment.  For no weapon 
formed against you shall prosper so long as your shield is forged from the strength of love.  
Again you say – words help not – I need an actual shield, bullets, guns, weapons to defend my 
life and the things I love in this life.  Against the corresponding words are to this enemy, no 
human made weapon will shield or protect or defend you.  You must take specific steps to 
forge your shield of love now because your shield is your armor – your protection, and it will 
take a bit of time to harden to impenetrable strength.   
Your shield and armor are your first line of defense.  Strengthen that shield with knowledge.  
Knowledge will never fail you.  Neither will Go(o)d.  Remind him you are there every day 
proving His name and living in his honor.  
 
Life Hack: Studying for a Test  

I want to share a secret tip to benefit from subliminal education.  For all of those 
students out there who don’t always have time to study for a test the next morning.  
It took me from a C average in high school to being nominated for the National 
Honor Society.  Take good notes, speak them back while recording your voice – later 
when you get quiet and settled and as you fall asleep sober and clear headed start 
the playback.  You can be tired.  Fall asleep no need to stay awake – your brain will 
hear the lecture completely.  The mind does incredible things as you fall asleep and 
the power of suggestion is at its strongest because the power to resist is at its 
weakest.  Listen and see.  The information will go in and it will stay there longer if 
you mix it with your typical study habits.  Whatever you do the better you balance 
between the two techniques you will find test taking more relaxed and answers will 
be almost automatic.  If it doesn’t work, then your recordings need to be longer.  
Must be in your own voice.  You ignore everything but the sound of your own voice. 
30-40 minute recordings are optimal. 

 

A man's greatness can be measured by his enemies. 
Don Piatt Quotes  
To determine who the true chosen people of Go(o)d are look to whom history has proven to be 
the most targeted by evil incarnate.  Whom did the Pharaoh’s enslave and put to labor camps?  
The Hebrew/Jewish people.  Whom did the Nazi’s enslave and put to concentration camps?  
The Hebrew/Jewish people.  The Hebrew/Jewish people are fantastic at their latest human 
endeavor; that of the entertainment industry; both musically and in films and broadcast media.  
It is no wonder the entertainment industry is rife today with conspiracy of Alien Lizard 
infiltration of our most famous celebrities.  Surely you have heard of Miley Cyrus’ “Lizard Eyes” 
or Reptilian digital urban camouflage?  Even Bob Dylan said he signed a contract with (d)evil 
and was the entire reason for his fame.   
Three out of our five BODILY senses are poisoned, polluted or problematic.  I have told you 
about our water supply; poisoned with a metal flux capacitor (fluoride) which we absorb 
through our skin (touch) daily with every shower we take.  I have told you about our foods 
being Genetically modified (taste) and altered so that we do not reject replacement body parts, 

http://www.worldofquotes.com/author/Don+Piatt/1/index.html
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because we ARE what we eat.  I have told you about the brainwave entrainment (sound) that 
our own military knows is being broadcast on a frequency know to induce panic, fear, and 
confusion.   That is Touch, Taste, and Sound, we only have Smell and Sight remaining.  And we 
all already know that the skies are inundated with chemical spraying; this is something we 
inhale regularly.  That makes it  4 out of 5 senses which have thoroughly been compromised, 
altered, or affected by our own government.  Remember though, it isn’t our government; it is 
the PEOPLE in our government.  They have been steadily infiltrating our politicians for dozens of 
years.  Lizards can live to be 200 years old – think Galapagos islands, and 180 year old turtles; 
reptiles.  The shorter they make a humans lifespan – and isn’t that their ultimate goal; to 
reduce our population and to CULL us, for our own good. 
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Smell 
Contrails are caused by the condensation which forms after a plane travels through the 
atmosphere.  They disappear in less than 90 seconds after first being exposed to the elements.  

  
Chemtrails are the “chaff” (a biblical term) which is expelled from a plane purposefully as it 
travels through the sky.  Chemtrails do NOT dissipate for several minutes perhaps lingering for 
hours and hours after a plane passes by overhead.   
 
 

Years Ago, The Military Sprayed Germs on U.S. Cities 
2001-10-22, Wall Street Journal 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1003703226697496080.html 
Much of what the Pentagon knows about the effects of bacterial attacks on cities came from ... 
secret tests conducted on San Francisco and other American cities from the 1940s through the 

1960s, experts say. In the 1950s, Army researchers dispersed Serratia on Panama City, Fla., and 
Key West, Fla., with no known illnesses resulting. They also released fluorescent compounds 
over Minnesota and other Midwestern states to see how far they would spread in the 
atmosphere.  

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1003703226697496080.html
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The particles of zinc-cadmium-sulfide -- now a known cancer-causing agent -- were detected 
more than 1,000 miles away in New York state, the Army told the Senate hearings. In New York, 
military researchers in 1966 spread Bacillus subtilis variant Niger, also believed to be harmless, 
in the subway system by dropping lightbulbs filled with the bacteria onto tracks in stations in 
midtown Manhattan. 
 The bacteria were carried for miles throughout the subway system. The Army kept the 
biological-warfare tests secret until word of them was leaked to the press in the 
1970s. Between 1949 and 1969 ... open-air tests of biological agents were conducted 239 
times, according to the Army's testimony in 1977 before the Senate's subcommittee on 
health. In 80 of those experiments, the Army said it used live bacteria that its researchers at the 
time thought were harmless. Several medical experts have since claimed that an untold number 
of people may have gotten sick as a result of the germ tests. These researchers say even benign 
agents can mutate into unpredictable pathogens once exposed to the elements. 

 

If at any time this conspiracy theory wasn’t such a feasible plan of attack why did it make so 
much sense in Goldfinger?  The James Bond action spy thriller was based on Goldfinger taking 
over Fort Knox.  Just knock out the guarding army with a little poison gas delivered by a few 
airplanes driven and directed by women pilots trained by a lesbian dominatrix tease for Gold 
Finger.  Just a movie.  Just misinformation and diversionary tactics.  
Inhaling chemicals with willing consent – Free Will – is a far better method of dosage delivery. 
 
 
 
  

http://www.wanttoknow.info/a-army-test-1950-changed-microbial-ecology
http://www.wanttoknow.info/a-army-test-1950-changed-microbial-ecology
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Our Connection to Our Source Go(o)d 
Before we are born we are given a spark of life – a glimmer in our eyes.  That spark is our soul.  
It is Go(o)d’s gift for us to keep him close while we live here.  He asks though to please take 
time to find good and remember Go(o)d.  He asks that we experience bad and rediscover 

Go(o)d.  Whatever the experience we are to find Go(o)d in it.  
We are to find Good in all things.  Because Go(o)d created all 
things Great and Small.   Even Good and Bad.   
But just as it is the nature of plutonic solids to remain in a pure 
state, as it is for Yin and Yang to remain separated in order to 
remain pure and whole – Go(o)d needs to be kept from evil as 
much as possible.  He is capable but as part of our covenant 
with Go(o)d we help him filter evil through the experiences we 
have – and we are to find the good in it – we are to clean the 
experience and take away all evil.  That is how we filter evil. So 
that Lucifer doesn’t have to. That is our purpose – and our 

covenant with Go(o)d.  We offer to cleanse that tiny bit of Go(o)d we share with his eternal soul 
for the time we are here on earth and have a tiny piece of His Master soul.  WE are to wash 
ourselves clean with the waters of this living water planet and we are to cleanse our soul with 
our tears.   
We are to experience though – not ignore the event.  To ignore means to be ignorant of 
purpose.  To ignore an event is to deny an opportunity to show Go(o)d you would sacrifice your 
soul for him. Remember what he did for you while he was Jesus and here upon this water 
planet.  He sacrificed his Son for our sins.  He sacrificed himself.   
In acknowledgement we help him cleanse His eternal soul.   Each time you sacrifice your peace 
of mind and find Good somewhere in it, then your part of filtering that experience has been 
done for Go(o)d.  This is our real purpose.  We may be asked over and over again different ways 
very difficult questions.  It is only because Go(o)d knows that with our Free Will we will choose 
to find a direct path to Go(o)d. Those of us hardwired to Good.  Those of us of Seth’s bloodline.  
Go(o)d trusts us to help him by experiencing evil in his proxy.  We have a sparkle of His soul as 
armor to help protect us from evil while on this planet fighting the Good fight, but we are still 
to fight for Go(o)d in every event and transaction and commerce we conduct; we must be fair 
and equitable and as just and righteous as if it would be done to us.  Do unto others as you 
would wish done unto you is our guideline to help us remember to be fair, equitable and just.  
When you choose through free will the dark side – that doesn’t not filter evil but propagates 
evil.  You did not do your part to help Go(o)d.   Instead you assisted evil.  Remember evil loves 
free help. 
You free will choices matter.  Go(o)d needs us all.  We function.  We live to help him.  We live to 
serve him.  And we have a very real responsibility to him.  We must remain healthy and stay 
here as long as we can so that we have enough time to wash our souls clean before we return 
them to Go(o)d when we are finished.  
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Chapter Four 
Proof of Go(o)d 
Turns out that arguing for proof of the existence of Go(o)d is like arguing to prove the existence 
of Good.  There is no need, it is self evident.  However, we must profess how we discovered 
Go(o)d.  No wonder we seek to find Evidence of Go(o)d – we all know (deep down) that it is 
required of us.  It is part of cleaning that soul – that sparkle, dazzle in our eyes.  Our eyes are 
the windows to the Soul.  But it takes more than just a wink and a nod.  We have to be the ones 
to find proof of Go(o)d.  Our path here is to continue until we find our own personal “evidence” 
of Go(o)d.  For example, we can’t just say well I believe with all my heart and soul.  Anybody 
can do that.  And to an extent yes that works, but only up to a point and then Go(o)d will ask 
that His sparkle that he gave you be run back through the cycle again.  De-ja-vu – becomes Vu-
Ja-De cause you know you’ve been here before.  Link:  https://youtu.be/YafZkjiMpjU?t=1m33s  
Go(o)d will just request that you return and try a little harder.  Your soul must be returned free 
of evil.  Sparkling clean.  Sparkly eyes remember – get it clean.  It’s your responsibility to return 
your SOUL SUIT – clean, and with proof of Go(o)d.  Get it right and you get promoted.  Get it 
wrong and you just take the whole class again.  All of it.  Remember those dreams where you 
were back in high school and hadn’t gotten enough credits to graduate?  Those nightmares, for 
me, took about four years in my early 40’s before they ran their cycle.  How would you like to 
stay in that dream cycle for LIFETIME after lifetime?  Four years is a cake walk compared to 
eternity. Get it right – have proof in your brain.  Know your Go(o)d.  Give Him evidence that you 
really found proof of Go(o)d on Earth.  You will have completed all tests, on all levels Body, 
Mind and Soul.  That is the goal.   
If you still wanted to repay the love Jesus showed for you.  If you were serious.  Standing up and 
taking responsibility for your soul and filtering out the evil for Go(o)d is an easy way to begin to 
show Go(o)d, and Jesus your same undying love.  Did you weep for Go(o)d, and Jesus when you 
realized how the people allowed Jesus to be so punished, did it make you cry? 

We must handle the truth 
It is sacrilegious to not experience life – to deny experiencing events sounds counter productive 
– but it is not up to you to deny evil – it is up to you to help Go(o)d filter evil – you must see it 
and know it and be aware – you must educate yourself – not scare yourself to death in 
imagined horror movies about calling forth spirits.  Although all in all those movies are not 
entirely inaccurate.  
 It is up to you to experience enough of it to stop it – the control is what must be exercised and 
your reasoning will be demonstrated before Go(o)d on that judgement day – imagine a day, 
your day – that will be the morning after the night after you die.  Your day with Go(o)d will be 
like 1000 years on the planet; you will have plenty of time to discuss every reason why you 
made every choice in every day of your life.   
  

https://youtu.be/YafZkjiMpjU?t=1m33s
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Seeing Double 
The 33 degrees of Masonry does discuss the stone cutting arts, but also a rich secret vault of 
information about  

1. The existence of a Supreme Creator Force 
2. The Unity of this Source Go(o)d 
3. Our connection to this source Go(o)d 
4. The Divine Nature of Man 
5. The immortality of the Human Soul 
6. A Future state of Existence for mankind. 

 
If you look again, you will notice the first 3 are about Go(o)d and the last 3 are about Man.  3 
and 3.  That number is important to those who observe the magical and spiritual powers of the 
number 3.  This is the knowledge secret societies do not wish revealed.  Their grand secret 
begins with this observation of the doubling of the number 3.  We are made in his image. Man 
is the mirror of Go(o)d.  We are the reflection of the Trinity.  Or a 3 doubled; 3 and 3.  If you 
held a mirror up to the number 3 what shape do you get?  Hold a mirror to the number 3.  A 3 
mirrored looks like an 8.   A figure 8 on its side is the symbol for infinity.  Go(o)d made man in 
his image to be reminded of whom we serve.  An infinite Go(o)d.  We live and breathe for 
Go(o)d.  Our souls are supposed to be part of that mechanical machine of infinity.  We are 
capable of filtering evil or we are capable of failure.  If we fail too much our souls are corrupted 
and never reinserted back into Go(o)d’s master soul.  Souls can be consigned to an eternity in 
hell, but many just get recycled and repurposed until a soul gets it all correct then they get 
promoted to a Cherubim or a Seraphim or better just to rest; you get to decide (free will) when 
you get there.  Eternity and infinity are the same concepts.  We are here to help Go(o)d thru 
each and every shoulder battle we are challenged over.  We are to choose through our own 
free will and our answers matter.  It is on judgement day that we get a chance to go over WHY 
we chose what we did.  But in the moment, at the front lines, the weight of eternity rests on 
your shoulders.  To whom will your vote go? That Go(o)d angel or that (d)evil one? It is 
tempting isn’t it?   
Or, at another time it won’t be irresistible temptation for gain it will be a casual temptation not 
to lose.  It will be a slight on a business deal that you know, NO one notices.  Lucifer and Go(o)d 
are keeping score.  They are very real. The shoulder battle is over your soul is real.  That has 
been the secret kept from you.  That it is all real. 
If we are to replace Lucifer we must do more than just exist, we must do more than ignore or 
prevent this event especially those evil events which change our very reality.  Often we will be 
asked to experience it.  We must understand it to defeat it.  That is how we must root out the 
evil – we simply must – it is our purpose.  That is if we are strong enough.  That is if we can find 
JOY in all sorrow.  Yes, in this turmoil and chaos we are experiencing; we are living for Go(o)d 
and cleansing all the evil Lucifer can muster against us.  Be strong.  Still your soul.  Quiet your 
fears – for you know now what you fear is real.  It is no longer an unknown.  The demons you 
face are in fact exactly who you fear.  Lucifer.  He is testing and tempting you.  It is his purpose 
to expose you.  Your armor, your shield of knowledge is hardening and protecting you from 
harm right this very minute.  Because of the knowledge you learned just in the past twenty 

https://youtu.be/qRlFnl-RJjE
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minutes.  Can you feel the strength in knowledge?  That is what is meant by knowledge is 
power.  There is more power.  The 3 is the symbol of Go(o)d’s holy trinity and covenant with 
man.  The mirror image of Go(o)d, this is why we are made in his image, we, perpetuate 
through our existence the infinity and the existence of Go(o)d.  We are very much needed by 
Go(o)d.  We are very much supposed to be here.   
We have a purpose, to replace Lucifer.  No, it is not easy to experience evil or awful things and 
find the good in all things.  But when you realize for whom you are battling.  You can strengthen 
your shield for you are on a mission from Go(o)d.  WE can demote the main Cherubim, Lucifer, 
if we learn this information.  If we can remove Lucifer for even a single heavenly day that is 
equal to 1,000 earth years without satan, without evil – for 1,000 years we will live in PEACE.  
This is how 1,000 years of peace can be achieved.  WE must prove we can handle all the evil 
necessary to return our souls cleansed and ready to be reinserted into the master.   
WE can use it against Lucifer or we can use that against Go(o)d.  Free will, remember, it is up to 
our choices.  It is all on our shoulders and we battle with those two angels good on the one side 
and evil on the other.  We can experience evil knowing there is a reason and a purpose for it.  It 
is never random it is always specific.  Your shoulder battles are the front lines of the greatest 
most epic battle in the history of mankind.   You determine who wins satan or Go(o)d.  
Therefore; The symbol is a 3 turned on its side.   is the numeric equivalent to half of infinity.  
Together Go(o)d (the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are 3) and Man (the reflected or 
mirrored image of Go(o)d remember we are made in His image, He is NOT made in our image.) 
It is the mirror opposite because we perpetuate existence; we perpetuate trinity and complete 
the circuit of infinity.  We are a symbiotic relationship.  Go(o)d needs humans and we very 
much need Go(o)d. 

Two wrongs don’t make a right. 
but 

3 Lefts will. 
Kimberly Stansell 

In a round-about way we will get there.  To where ever it is we are going.  It just takes time to 
set everything up.   Can you suspend your disbelief that you are not already fast on your 
journey to becoming a lifelong slave in the snake matrix?  The illusion is seamless – but we feel 
it might be there.  What if we are in a matrix-like existence right now?  We sense the Mandela 
Effect.  We know something isn’t quite right.  But we can’t quite define it.  We feel dejavu.  We 
shake off its effects.  We seemingly experience temporal rifts and we just ignore the glitches in 
our matrix.  We ignore it when we catch ourselves staring off into space and we can’t 
remember for how long have we been staring.  We ignore our ears ringing.  That tiny bit of 
awareness of the possibility of existing inside a matrix scares us away from thinking about it.  
We are distracted anyway by the phone ringing, a television jingle, or something keeping us 
from figuring it all out.   It helps to be a little sedated so as not to see any connection too.  It 
makes the programming and mass hypnosis more effective.   
And where I am going to take you is all the way down the rabbit hole.  Right now we are just 
learning how to freely move back and forth between the two realms between the two 
dimensions.   Right now the door is open and we can come and go as we please.  Remember it 
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will take a few years for all of us to learn how to want and then to demand insertion into the 
matrix.  But for now we flirt with the matrix like a paid whore. 
Perhaps in less than five years we will each have a surrogate, at least in digital form, if not in 
physical form.  Wouldn’t it be odd if that digital surrogate ended up being shaped like a head?  
A symbol of what it represents; a crystal skull would be perfect.  You know to help in our 

transition because eventually we will be able to let go our physical body temporarily and exist 
for periods of times in side a virtual existence.  It should be the most wonderful tantalizing, 
sexual, and liberating experience a human being will have ever known.   
This is where the trouble will begin.  In that future time there could even be a reason or a need 
to temporarily upload our thoughts and dreams to a digital realm.   We will want to experience 
the sensation because it will inevitably deprive the body of all sensation.   
Once we upload our consciousness – and our body disassociates from our mind, once we 
digitize our molecules, and we have disconnected from the very force given to us at birth from 
our Father Go(o)d; our soul, what happens?  What happens when we disconnect our souls for 
that split second too long?  At what point will our souls figure “well there is no sensory input, 
the body must be dead. Time to move on back to Go(o)d.  Without a conscious awareness 
connected fully to the body the soul will depart.  Do you believe your soul will be waiting while 
you achieve what transcendental meditationists have been attempting to do spiritually for 
thousands of soul generations?  They desire to separate from their body, their spirit or soul and 
experience or “travel” (space/time/whatever) without their bodies to experience what it would 
be like to be free of physical limits.  Uploading our consciousness into a digital crystal matrix will 
achieve that in a very real sense.  Once able to travel without limits of the body; digitally 
streaming across fiber optic LIGHT cable will humans at last be capable of travel at the speed of 
light?  Then you must ask yourself when contemplating the existence of artificial intelligence 
existing in a digital structure would artificial intelligence be capable of faster than light speed 
travel; using other words will they be able to time travel?  The good news is their time travel 
will be severely limited to the confines of their quantum entanglement – their digital matrix.  
Let us hope then that all of our reality is not one-day subject to interpretation by that AI 
lifeform.  
How long do you think your soul will want to hang on to a body which has left its conscious 
self?  Might we end up with our own little digital copies of our brain patterns and memories 
stored in a quartz skull?  Is that how the Mayan’s or Aztec’s ended up?  Did they digitize their 
consciousness and willingly crawl into the digital matrix leaving their body behind as a mummy 
like the ancient Egyptians did?  Perhaps they were promised by the devil that they would one 
day be reunited body to soul, and mind to brain.   Doesn’t look like devil kept his promise.  
Sounds like devil doesn’t it?  Inherently evil.  Did they willingly do it because they thought it 

https://youtu.be/gM6JLYWCpTg
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would somehow prolong their civilization?  Will we do the same as soon as we feel our planet 
threatened by the coming cull/Agenda 2030 depopulation agenda/apocalypse/rapture/return 
of Nibiru?   
That sure would be a comfortable way to ride it out.  The entire world can get destroyed and 
afterwards I’ll just be reunited with my body and I can get back to work.  I’ve got a 30 year 
mortgage to pay, after all.  A 30 YEAR mortgage?  And you claim you are not a debt slave.  You 
are a slave for 30 years *tied* to a job or to work which you perhaps don’t like so that you may 
pay your debt to live in a house you will never truly own.  The bank or the government always 
owns your property and they can always take it back.  You home will be forfeited to the 
government and sold at auction to the highest bidder to pay the taxes you owe the 
government.  You better go to work and do your job, or suffer the consequences.   
 
Your punishment will be severe and you will be discriminated upon because of your bad credit 
score – a foreclosure!?  No way are you going to be able to buy that new car.  Are you seeing 

how hard it is for some to pull their selves out of their quagmyers?  If it were just a few families 
it wouldn’t be so alarming.  There is a pattern though.  This is a vicious cycle many will never 
break.  Discrimination slips down a sliding slope into oppression once laws are compiled to 
prevent escape or release. 
How many years do you think we have left before eventually we all will be asked to upload a 
backup copy of our digital self?  Will it be just for fun? Won’t it be so cool to see it all work?  It 
will be so cool we didn’t even know we wanted it. It will be the coolest most desired thing any 
human has ever imagined.  We will want to upload ourselves.   
Eventually, and one day technology will be so advanced we will be told that transferring our 
conscious selves (uploading to the matrix) to a digital state will be the equivalent to living 
forever.  When a suitable body can be found, replicated, 3d printed then, our digital self can be 
downloaded back into a living organic or hey, who needs organic, why not a mechanical more 
durable being unbound by the limitations of an old organic flawed body.  But what of the spark 
of life from Go(o)d?  Does that more desirable and durable body have its own soul?  Or did your 
soul that belonged to your old body now gone, somehow stick with you in your digital realm?  
How did it know to stick with you?  Your body which was the vessel for it – well that is gone 
remember.  Whose soul will you be; do you imagine?  Yours or the suitable bodies, or have 
humans lost souls for all time?  Remember Lucifer wants to destroy Go(o)d.  If a human’s soul is 
the filter for Go(o)d and then there are no more souls, then evil will back up in the Master’s 
soul like the fish tank in Finding Nemo, until it chokes Go(o)d in a very real way.   A day to 
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Go(o)d is a thousand years to a human – if even for a day Go(o)d is temporarily stunned – that 
means 1000 years of EVIL’s reign on earth. 
One other thought from the physical world, the non – supernatural world, once devoid of a 
body, a physical representation here on earth do you suppose you will have human rights any 
longer in this country?  The short answer?  Get real.  Oh, that’s right you can’t – no body, no 
real existence.  Nothing to protect you as a human bill of rights would be required to do.  
Ethically the power plug could be pulled on your little time traveling world and you could be 
placed in permanent suspended animation – how’s that for an eternity? 
It is at that instant that satan’s plan has at last been achieved.  That is the final step to getting 
rid of humans – check that -  to get rid of humans is not the goal.  That’s collateral loss.  Besides, 
satan doesn’t hate us.  Satan will promise us anything and everything even promise an eternity.  
He knows he has but to use Go(o)d’s people to get to Go(o)d’s heart and soul and for a moment 
of that weakness, satan is planning to strike Go(o)d with all he has.  We will be satan’s pawns 
and we will be sacrificed.  Perhaps there will be a need to temporarily suspend our bodies in a 
sustainable environment to protect our souls from a greater terror.  Such as Space Aliens.  
Something to scare us as a people so bad that we need to digitally upload our consciousness.   If 
we have been separated from our bodies for too long though our souls will leave – we will if we 
are able to come back at all to a living form, basically we come back soul less – in other words; 
as a zombie.   

zombies and vampires 
Zombies search for brains and vampires seek blood.  There is a scientific reason for that which 
they search.   
We know vampires can’t go out into the sun so they need massive quantities of Vitamin C – 
which human blood is loaded with.  They suck blood naturally to quickly get the Vitamin C their 
body needs.  But did you ever wonder why a zombie needs so badly a brain? 
They are undead.  They no longer have a soul. To return to the living they need a soul.  The 
brain is the storage container for the soul.  Zombies are under the belief that if they can eat the 
brain then the soul which they contain will fill their body and then they will be restored thus 
returning them from the undead. 
If you have ever imagined a zombie or a vampire to be POSSIBLE or real in this dimension – it is 
because you were able to suspend your disbelief in them long enough to hear their stories.  
Reptilians and greys are also possible in this dimension.  Suspend your disbelief for a moment – 
the hear their story.   
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Our water is poisoned 
I know at another time in our history, if Go(o)d gave you signs that you were being poisoned 
you would stop allowing yourself to take the poison.  But, if you weren’t aware it was poison, 
why would you stop drinking the water?    It would be important to know if the water you were 
drinking has been poisoned by the enemy.    

What if you were told straight up it was poison, but continued to inflict the poison upon you 
and your family and you voluntarily continued to administer it to yourself daily.  
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You would never do that unless you were dumb.  Or dumbed down.  
Do you care that you are dulling yourself down?   

 
The choices you make are contributing to your own enslavement and domination.   
You do not even know you are a slave who is being poisoned to monitor how you die.  We are 
lab rats.  And it is a “Rat Race,” remember? 
We are dumbing ourselves down.  
The last remaining sense that we have available to help us perceive reality – is our sight.   
 
At first there was no evident connection to how the military could be involved with our sense of 
vision.   
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Sight 
There is not much (yet) to show here other than a connection between Hollywood, the Military 
and our fifth sense that of sight. The most alarming connection or foreshadowing of events yet 
to transpire is how the military, Luxottica and Intel are in “bed” together with the invention of 
Google Glass and VR head gear.  
There is no “hindsight” yet.  There will be we just haven’t gotten the full “picture” (get it? Sight) 

yet. 
 

Luxottica – Here is your first bread crumb on this trail. 
We used to study perspective.  Converging parallel lines which never meet but because of 
optics in our eyes was carefully explained and was basic Art 101.  The rules of perspective and 
optical illusion are not even explained without art and an appreciation and understanding 
thereof.  
 
 Since we have removed art from school our children are not taught this fundamental basic 
understanding.  Therefore, to youth of today, the reality of the earth being flat is the lie they 
believe they have been told.  They have been told a lie all right; but not the one they are 

https://youtu.be/h7H-_8UkmFU
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thinking.  Unfortunately, there are far too many people in America experiencing very real side 
effects of the Mandela Effect for it not to have merit.  
 Perhaps it should be called the Mandela Side Effect.  The mild psychosis and paralysis of reason 
is just another in the series of red flags warnings about how the human body, mind and soul are 
being targeted for conquer, domination and ultimately being removed from this planet.  
Our senses are being poisoned and it is distorting our perception of reality just a bit.  Perfect 
plan for an invading army wouldn’t you say?  Confuse the enemy.  But, we are their enemy.  
This confusion we are sensing (like the Mandela Effect) is exactly the kind of psychological 
misdirection a really advanced technically sophisticated military would use against us right 
before an invasion.  We are being conditioned and confused as we would be treated right 
before an actual invasion with a real BOOTS ON THE GROUND assault.   
 

It is on the spectrum of divide and conquer, or shock and awe.  The Mandela (side) Effect is but 
one of the signs of their advanced invasion tactics.  Knowing that Nibiru would be coming back 
into NEO about this time; first an advance scout ship (Roswell or earlier, 1871, Texas), then a 
slow infiltration of government, then military, then society.  
 

https://youtu.be/_L8VFpU2zQ4
https://youtu.be/_L8VFpU2zQ4
https://youtu.be/_L8VFpU2zQ4
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Remember, the Lucerfarian Lizards can live twice as long as a typical human being.  So a plan of 

this exaggerated length is only unbelievable to one who would be old at 70 or 80 but to one 
who lived to be 180 it’s no so outlandish. 

 
 
Reptiles live longer life spans than do human beings.   
  

https://youtu.be/vC6dxv4T67k
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Antimatter & the Fourth Dimension 
Our eyes are only capable of seeing three dimensionally.  We must rely on our hearing though 
to pick up on the sound dimension for we cannot see sound because sound is antimatter and 
has no form in the known dimensional scale such as length, width or height.   
The fourth dimension of measurement is sound, not time.  We have been taught only the first 
three dimensions, there are more and I want to explain them to you as they have been 
explained to me.  The first three (primary) dimensions deal with matter; the second set of three 
deal with anti-matter. 
It is said that sound is 3D.  Sound cannot be 3d. Sound is not matter – it is actually anti matter 
but still has measurement.  Sound travels as a wave in all directions.  Sound is more than three 
dimensional – it is Omni directional and will source from its projection.   
Sound has a frequency.  That frequency is a measurement, not of distance, but a different 
dimension.  It is still a measurement none the less even though it is not a physical object.  When 
we measure frequency of sound we are still only using the first three dimensions to quantify it.  
These measures come in fifth’s; harmonics.  We measure music on a scale we call the Solfeggio 
Scale.  It doesn’t measure length, height, or depth.  It measures the fourth dimension; which is 
sound. 
A dimension is merely a measurement of mathematical space.  1st Dimension is length (line), 2nd 
Dimension is height (angle), 3rd Dimension is depth (shape),  
Sound needs its own dimension because the third dimension is already taken. The fourth 
dimension hasn’t been claimed yet.  Some theorize the fourth dimension might be Time itself.  I 
believe that sound must come before time.  Why?   
The Big (bang) Sound Theory.  Sound came before Time according to the theory science has 
postulated for the past 30 some odd years. Nothing existed before the Big Bang (Sound) that 
includes time.  Not even light had been created until after the Sound of the Big Bang.   
Once day separated night then there was measurement and therefore time would become a 
measure dimension of antimatter.  The Big (bang) Sound of Go(o)d (the universe) is in 3 part 
harmony, in the key of C Major. 
Sound is omnidimensional and is greater than the primary dimensions under it.  According to 
The Big Bang theory sound came before both light and time.  The True 4th Dimension is 
therefore Sound.  Sound is frequency – frequency is motion – motion can be visually measured 
through a science of measurement called Cymatics.   
Link:  https://youtu.be/PpQTF_46pks  

Holographic Universe? 
If the universe were a hologram it would have to be part ventriloquist and throw its voice.  
Sound projects from its source.  Every projection of sound doesn’t come from one source – 
sound is not projected from the universe but comes from within it.  The earth and our 
experience of life are not a projection nor a hologram – if this world were a holographic 
“projection” this would all be a silent picture.  IN the very minimum then it would have to be a 
holographic ventriloquist – the universe would have to “throw its voice” and that is not the 
simplest answer.  Occam’s Razor theory should back up this statement.  

http://philipcoppens.com/dali.html
http://philipcoppens.com/dali.html
https://youtu.be/PpQTF_46pks
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Sound moves across all space and time and has been theorized to move faster than light.  
Sound produces frequency and frequency is also a wave which is motion. Motion is visible 
sound. 
When Seeing and Hearing Isn't Believing 
1999-02-01, Washington Post 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/dotmil/arkin020199.htm 
"Gentlemen! We have called you together to inform you that we are going to overthrow the 
United States government." So begins a statement being delivered by Gen. Carl W. Steiner. At 
least the voice sounds amazingly like him. But it is not Steiner. It is the result of voice 
"morphing" technology developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico. 

Psychological operations ... PSYOPS, as the military calls it, seek to exploit human vulnerabilities 
in enemy governments, militaries and populations to pursue national and battlefield objectives. 
Covert operators kicked around the idea of creating a computer-faked videotape of Saddam 
Hussein crying or showing other such manly weaknesses, or in some sexually compromising 
situation. The nascent plan was for the tapes to be flooded into Iraq and the Arab world. The 
tape war never proceeded ... but the "strategic" PSYOPS scheming didn't die. What if the U.S. 
projected a holographic image of Allah floating over Baghdad urging the Iraqi people and 
Army to rise up against Saddam? According to a military physicist given the task of looking 
into the hologram idea, the feasibility had been established of projecting large, three-
dimensional objects that appeared to float in the air. 
 A super secret program was established in 1994 to pursue the very technology for PSYOPS 
application. The "Holographic Projector" is described in a classified Air Force document as a 
system to "project information power from space ... for special operations deception missions." 

Proof of Jesus: 
The trinity is the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit all in one All great force and according to 
that qualifier then proof of Go(o)d is only as far from proof of Jesus.  Proof of Jesus is only as far 
from you as the current year.  What is the year?  Your answer is the same answer you will get 
all over the world.   
There is one world year.  The same date upon which everyone no matter what their religion 
acknowledges as real is the same date they used to call the year of our Lord.   
That’s right the earth’s time, and every computer on earth is based on the Christian Date which 
recognizes the year of our Lord Jesus Christ; not, Mohammed and Buddha although, they are 
very important the entire earth did not agree to change time to honor either of their visits or 
contributions to humanity’s existence and struggle. 
Every calendar.  And Every computer, smart phone and android’s operating system recognize 
the date of Jesus’s visit on this planet.  We still mark the year of Jesus’s proof of existence.  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/dotmil/arkin020199.htm
http://www.wanttoknow.info/060123psyops
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0Rb0UcKs46lN2U1T3pwVGFHRWc/view
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Proof of Go(o)d is no more difficult that reciting the DATE and YEAR OF OUR LORD.  What is the 
date?   Christmas may perhaps be the wrong date to celebrate Jesus’ birthday but the year of 
our Lord acknowledges the tremendous prestige we place upon the Trinity manifesting upon 
this earth.  In this very real sense, science, and government both do more than acknowledge 
Jesus, the Trinity and Go(o)d’s existence in this reality.  In fact our entire WORLD FORCES US TO 
be ever aware of Jesus’s existence upon this planet– that is PROOF in and of itself that it is and 
WAS all very REAL.  The first question of a sanity check is what is the date – specifically the year.   
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What is the trinity?   
This is an easy one.  Go(o)d is not of this earth the earth is of Him.  Mankind is of Him; not the 
other way around.  In order to remain in heaven and yet be able to see what life was really like 
on this planet Go(o)d had to manifest or transport His essence or some part of it into a human 
vessel.  Jesus was Go(o)d’s Avatar.  His surrogate.  He was still Go(o)d, but Go(o)d didn’t want to 
appear here as a multidimensional Go(o)d – he wanted to appear as a Human so He did.  A 
portion (larger than say yours or mine; but just like Go(o)d does with our souls) of Go(o)d’s soul 
was in Jesus Christ, thus making Jesus Christ simultaneously, The Father, The Son and the Holy 
Spirit through the part of the Soul (spirit) from Go(o)d the Master Creator Source Go(o)d of all 
things Good. 
Did you catch that part about how Go(o)d places *a portion* of His whole soul into us?  Do you 
understand how Go(o)d is with us every moment; every second of every glorio`us day via that 
small portion of his Love?  That sparkle in our eyes, the windows to our soul, is Go(o)d.  We 
each have a touch of Go(o)d.  As long as we are alive we have within us the most unique thing 
in all of the universe.  So rare.  So precious.  A soul is the only thing you own and can sell but 
can never buy.   
Go(o)d will never ask you to sell your soul.   
If anyone is bargaining with you – there is your sign.  Make no mistake, only Lucifer would be 
bargaining for your soul.  Go(o)d does not negotiate.  Go(o)d will never bargain.  Go(o)d 
generously gives – there is never a condition.  “Go(o)d, I promise I’ll never drink again if you just 
help me through this hangover.”  Bargain.  Negotiation. You summoned devil instantly.  Go(o)d 
did not need any conditions.  “Thank you Go(o)d.” That is all you have to say.  You are the one 
bargaining.  You are the one mistakenly calling some force to a negotiating table – since Go(o)d 
doesn’t negotiate – He will not be coming to the table.  And you should know that up front.  
However, like after when we are sick – we make bargains, we offer things we have, like our soul 
to get things we need or think we want, it is still satan with whom any bargaining occurs.   
Only satan will offer you things you want.  Go(o)d will give them to you.  Satan loves to trade 
especially for souls.  Your soul is a gift on loan from Go(o)d.  Of course satan wants it.  He keeps 
bought souls and never gives those back to Go(o)d.  He is a soul eater.  His power is getting 
stronger.  Because we forgot it actually DOES all matter.  
Go(o)d does NOT and you do not need to negotiate in that manner.  You will only be mistakenly 
bargaining with devil.  That is another sign.  Do Not negotiate with terrorists.  Satan is a 
terrorist.  This is not an experience which qualifies as proper cleaning material – and will 
damage the fibers.  It is best to avoid at all *costs.*   
Find another experience to experience.   

Judgement Day  
The next morning after the night you die begins your day of judgement.  You get to sit with 
Go(o)d and you two will discuss your day on earth.  To Go(o)d, it is but a day which you are 
gone on your errand for him.  To you it is the entirety of your life.  Such is the time differential.  
Like a gear shift differential or counting time in dog years.  25 years is like not even noon to 
him.  100 years is but an hour to Go(o)d.  1000 of our years is equal to one of His days.  I may 
not be exact, but it’s a working model of time and makes a great way to estimate the 
difference.  By this math it has been about 2 days since we tore the son of our Go(o)d (and to 
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an extent, via the trinity, our Go(o)d) to pieces and left him to die on an old wooden cross. We 
wear the symbology and the reminder of our horrible misdeed as penitence around our necks.  
It’s not to celebrate the event, that we wear a cross around our neck, it is so that we do not 
forget what humans did to our own living Go(o)d.  I hope no one imagines that cross is a shrine 
to what we did to him in human form.  It was assuredly painful as a Father to see your child 
treated as Jesus was treated.  But you see Go(o)d was in Jesus.  Since we KNOW the trinity like 
we know it.  We are painfully aware that we MURDERED our own FATHER.  We denied him just 
when He needed us most.  We betrayed him.  Mocked him with a crown of thorns.  That is 
Go(o)d.  Jesus is Go(o)d.  Go(o)d will not come again nor will he send another.  It would be a 
suicide mission.  The next coming is going to be the rapture.  It will not be dealt in anger.  The 
Lion is not angry when it kills; it is not mad at the animals it destroys.  The Lion is never mad at 
the animals it must eat to survive.  It is just part of nature.  It is part of it all.  The Lion is King of 
the jungle.  All of the jungles.  Even the concrete jungles.  It will be swift and as full of mercy 
and grace as would be fitting of The Go(o)d who returns as the Lion, not as the Lamb.  The 
rapture, for some, won’t be easy, it is NOT meant to be easy for those souls.  This is called the 
tribulation. 
When it is our day we get our chance at last to explain our motives and our actions.  Go(o)d 
loves for us to show our math and how we arrived at conclusions.  Go(o)d probably doesn’t 
care what you collected, earned, or did, he is not of this planet; he created it.  He does not live 
here; he does reside here partially in our souls.  He wants to know about conversations, ideas, 
and connections you made with other parts of him.  How and why and who, he knows where, 
what and when.   
We know 90% of the human brain just sits there unused.  So what is it’s purpose?  Did you 
know it holds every memory you have every had in your lifetime?  Hyperthymesia.  Ask Marilou 
Henner.  Link:  http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/entertainment/2012/04/actress-marilu-henners-
rare-super-memory-recalls-every-day-of-her-life/  
Her earliest memory is of being Baptized in Water.   Interesting how she remembers the water 
most significantly.  She has total recall, and can remember every single day of her entire life.  So 
do a few others.  Correction.  We all do we just cannot all access the synapsis to retrieve the 
collected and stored information.  But it is still there, and remains with the soul for a longer 
period of time than any other part of the body.  In fact, the body can completely die but the 
residual brain activity is more likely than not the result of the spark of life we call a soul keeping 
the brain alive long enough to show the data to Go(o)d.  Remember about 1000 years is but a 
single day to Go(o)d.  You will have a nice long day (1000 years) to talk to Go(o)d about 
everything. It is your Day of Judgement.  Not judgement of you, but what you judged about 
living on His planet.  Go(o)d wants your opinion.  Remember we are an experiment and he 
values your opinion.  Remember, you have first-hand experience.  You were here.  You then are 
an expert on living, and Go(o)d values your expert opinion.   
I fear we have all misinterpreted what Judgement Day really was meant to do.  It is His promise 
to you that he will take the time to listen to your judgement.  He will answer every question you 
have ever had.  And He will ask questions of you too – there will be a “test,” (sorry, I hate tests 
too but remember this is the Master and greatest Teacher of all time).  You will be asked 
certain questions.  He is his son’s father.  This is an entire family of Master Teachers.  He will 
give you a final exam.  That is why we are confused about the term judgement.  He will have to 

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/entertainment/2012/04/actress-marilu-henners-rare-super-memory-recalls-every-day-of-her-life/
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/entertainment/2012/04/actress-marilu-henners-rare-super-memory-recalls-every-day-of-her-life/
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determine if you succeeded at living or if you failed, and therefore need to take the course 
again.  This is where reincarnation, or Go(o)d’s reduce, reuse, and recycling program comes in 
to play.  You get an unlimited number of chances (reiterations aka reincarnation) to get it all 
worked out in your head. 
The information is there ready and prepared for the soul to be able to show the highlight real in 
living color on your “Judgement” Day with Go(o)d.   

Proof of Lucifer 
Why is there never any doubt about Lucifer’s existence?  No one seems to question whether 
(d)evil exists.  We have no moral questions or debates about evil.  Evil is evil and blamed on one 
Force.  It is not as clear cut when it comes to the opposite of (d)evil. The Force of Good and the 
force of darkness are opposite to each other.  Opposite, however, only means in opposition to 
the primary force.   
Not necessarily the equal.  The Force of Go(o)d is always more powerful than the force of 
darkness, there is actually never a true balance.  Lucifer is not an equal of Go(o)d although 
often he is thought of as an equal because Lucifer is equally in opposition of all things Go(o)d, 
but, that does not put Lucifer as an equal.  Being an equal to Go(o)d; that is Lucifer’s argument 
and desire to be Go(o)d’s equal.    Lucifer has claimed himself to be an equal to Go(o)d.  Go(o)d 
has never conceded such duality.  In fact – Go(o)d cast out Lucifer and then “nick” named him 
satan after discovering Lucifer loved (preferred) evil instead of good.   
Who cast who out again?  That’s right.  Lucifer was not satan until evil had corrupted the angel.  
It is satan’s desire to be remembered as the equal of Go(o)d.  Remember he once was there 
with Go(o)d and therefore in an equal realm, but not an equal.  Never as powerful.  Never as 
kind, or instinctually generous.  Knowing that Go(o)d’s power was greater it “pissed-off” the 
devil inside . . . . 
Lucifer knew he was not Go(o)d’s equal.  He discovered the accuracy of his fears when Go(o)d 
did indeed show dominion over Lucifer and cast him from Heaven.  This strategic battle of 
equality and fairness is rooted right here before humans, or beasts of any form ever supposedly 
“appeared” the face of the planet.   
The Battle of Good (Go(o)d) and Evil (devil) began BEFORE humans; even before there were 
souls.  It is our SOULS and only our SOULS which matter.  Very soon there will be technology 
which will revive the post mortem body and even the mind, however, the soul, will never be 
duplicated or uploaded to any matrix.  
A soul is the most valuable thing we own but never bought.  A soul is our “happy birthday” 
present from Go(o)d; something to carry with you from your true “home” world.  If you sell 
your soul to the devil – you have “soul-d” a piece of Go(o)d – you literally tore a piece of 
Go(o)d’s soul away from Go(o)d and sold that portion, that GIFT, to Lucifer.  Lucifer never 
returns any of Go(o)d’s gifts.  Lucifer never returns an actual PART of GO(O)D’s soul.  Lucifer 
just tortures that part of Go(o)d’s soul for an eternity.  That does not qualify as getting your 
soul clean – you must return with your soul first and foremost.  If it is between selling your soul 
and leaving your soul dirty - - -  that would be the original definition of the “lesser of two evils.”  
But you still have to go back Jack and do it again.  
 

3 out of 4 agree 

https://youtu.be/hv_zJrO_ptk
https://youtu.be/hv_zJrO_ptk
https://youtu.be/i2Fs5GrUBwI?t=1m36s
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It is why we are ¾ water.  It is why the earth is ¾ water.  It is why the earth’s water is salty.  It is 
why our water is salty; tears.  We are in a symbiotic relationship with our planet.  When she 
suffers we suffer.  We are getting sick and feeling poisoned – because our Mother Earth is 
feeling sick and poisoned; Mother Nature is getting sick and poisoned from us.  Perhaps sick of 
Us is the better way to make that point clear.  Mother Earth is hard wired for Go(o)d.  Go(o)d is 
listening to her cry for help.  How would you respond to seeing your masterpiece being ripped 
apart before your eyes?  You would stop whatever it was that was destroying your beautiful 

masterpiece.  Mother Earth is a friend to Go(o)d.  She is Bigger than all of us put together.  So 
do the needs of the One life sustainable planet out weight the needs of the Many people living 
on the planet?  What if the many must have the one in order to survive.  Go(o)d is asking on the 
final test – what is your answer for Him? 
We are able to be reborn into becoming a child of Go(o)d (Christ & Holy Spirit/Soul) none the 
less as Christians we should feel not as Cain did, jealous or insecure, we are not less than 
Hebrew People simply because we are not those “chosen people” referred to in the Bible.  
Jesus and therefore Go(o)d, taught that no man is above any other man.  That only Go(o)d is 
above any and all man.    Discriminating against a Hebrew or any man/woman of Jewish 
practice faith is an affront to all children of Go(o)d even the chosen children of Christ; gentiles.  
Gentiles are the protectors of the chosen children of Go(o)d.  This is why evil keeps enslaving 
the Jewish populous throughout time.  Millennia after millennia.  Pharaoh and Hitler enslaved 
and tortured the same people.  The best way to determine who the chosen people are is to 
recognize who evil has been chasing after throughout history.   
Lucifer is not after anyone but the chosen of Go(o)d it is why Hebrews, you can bet, are the real 
deal. History has clearly identified the chosen by the enemies who pursue them. If you can tell a 
person’s greatness by the level of their opponents; having pure evil chase an entire people 
throughout time and history would be the largest single indicator of who the chosen people 
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are.  Lucifer would not be mistaken in setting his sights on Go(o)d’s chosen people in order to 
hurt Go(o)d.  Lucifer has identified Go(o)d’s chosen people.  And Go(o)d’ promised to send 
help. 
When Go(o)d came to this planet as Jesus, he promised protectors of the chosen race; the 
Gentiles (Christians) are the determined protectors of the Hebrews.  He promised to send help 
it became through the “invention” of Christianity – which is 100% based on GO(O)D’s own son’s 
(trinity) name sake – CHRIST and the principals of the Christian way.  Go(o)d, thru Jesus Christ 
taught His ways of how to be a loving protector spirit so that the Christians could one day 
protect and love those chosen children of Go(o)d, the Hebrew.  Yes, we are different from the 
Jewish Hebrew people and we are supposed to be different. Gentiles are the promised help and 
protection of the Hebrew.  If this were Star Wars we might be known as Jedi’s for Jesus.  If you 
know anything about time travel you will understand how a movie from our collective past 
hasn’t actually happened yet.  The times we are living in currently are the basis and foundation 
of that “ancient” religion the Jedi protectors will one day become known for.   The Jedi are the 
eventuality of the true Christian warrior for Go(o)d, they will be there to ensure the ways of the 
religion which they will be born to protect.   
TO discriminate against anyone of Jewish faith is to discriminate against family.  To discriminate 
against anyone of gentile faith is to discriminate against the same family. We are siblings if you 
will in a chosen family to reign over and protect this animal planet.  Together we must be its 
champion.  We must rally together and recognize we are here also to reign over this planet 
because we are ALL of NOBLE heritage.  
Mistakenly the term “to reign on this planet” has been interpreted to mean mastery over other 
human souls when in fact that is the farthest from the truth.  The planet you see is greater than 
a rock floating in outer space, she is one of Go(o)d’s creations too, and needs representation by 
a people dedicated to her protection.  For both Gentile and Jew alike are here to protect her.  
For the planet is a special living leviathan capable of supporting all human life.   The oil is her 
blood and we are vampirically draining her life force.  The planet and man just like the salty 
tears and salty ocean, the fact we are ¾ water and so is she is just a reminder of the fact that 
this is just such a symbiotic relationship – the only way for humans to continue to live is to 
ensure the survival of Atlantis.  Our planet is our thrown, we are of most noble heritage and we 
must ensure the survival of Earth, human, and Go(o)d.  Our soul – aka the holy spirit (the force)  
– binds the three together.  
If you have any doubt of who the chosen are to Go(o)d – look to history.  Pharaoh.  Nazi.  .  
What we are about to experience is the third time in history Lucifer will confront Go(o)d and 
challenge Go(o)d to a battle on this planet over the control of the Jewish children of Go(o)d and 
the Christian Gentiles of Jesus.  This time it will not be in Egypt, nor Germany, but in America.  It 
is already happening.  

The 5th Element 
According to science the Big Sound also came before even light itself. 
 
Therefore Light is the True Fifth Element.   
Did you notice that the number of Elements and the states of Matter are the exact same list?  
There are also ONLY five platonic solids.   
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Take your time with this reference chart I made to help me keep track of all the similarities – I 
never really noticed that the Element and the states of Matter were identical – just called 
different things.  Pattern.  Then I noticed each has its own shape/symbol.  Sign.  Another 
Pattern. Then I noticed they each resonated in their own unique frequency.  What I didn’t 
notice was that those three notes when played together is . . . .wait for this, because it is so 
impressive it blew my mind . . . those particular 3 notes in which the basic element, and states 
of matter resonate throughout the entire universe those particular 3 notes – make up THREE 

PART HARMONY.  OMG.   
 
Go(o)d’s voice is of course its own Trinity, and it is constantly singing of the universe, resonating 
since the original Big Sound – but it’s in 3 part harmony, not just some big (bang) explosion in 
space.  Pitch perfect 3 part harmony in first Octave C (I need to verify that fact; or maybe you 
don’t care – so I can get away with a minor (musical humor) oversight – but I’m suggesting that 
I am intentionally leaving in an error – it is not an omission – it is a mechanism to see if you care 
to know the truth.  Are you just going to take my word for it?  Thanks in advance for your trust 
– it is that which made me go back and provide direct links (as my reference material – you can 
see for yourself what I have seen – and we can be on the “same page” and so that verifying for 
yourself will be irrestible to go ahead click the link see where it takes you.) There is a vibe to the 
universe.  A harmonious frequency and it has never quieted.  We can destroy this planet – but 
not the universe.  It will sing its song older than time forever.  Remember how long that 
eternity is with that eternity if the internet goes down.   
That with the basic shapes the three notes together is pitch perfect natural C Major – 3 part 
harmony.  So when Go(o)d spoke the universe into existence – it was truly harmonic and 
colorful and beautiful – not a big ugly bang – but it was a big bang, none the less.  A Big Sound.  
It’s not a theory it’s science fact – it is proof of Go(o)d - I think religion defined it perfectly in the 
first place we did NOT need sciences approval.  But it there for every one to see . . . .I mean for 
everyone to hear.  
 
 

https://youtu.be/36o6qtNtZM4?t=1m
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The Big Sound Theory 
OH, snap, we did ask for Science to help us understand Go(o)d.  They did.  They TOLD us clearly 
– LOUDLY in fact they believe or their best theory after seriously thinking about it, studying it 
and the conclusion is that this is exactly what OUR RELIGION has said all along.  Go(o)d SPOKE 
the PERFECT 3 PART HARMONIOUS UNIVERSE into existence – I’m not calling it the Big *BANG* 
any more – maybe the Big Sound – after all Go(o)d is gentle.  And I don’t want to tell Go(o)d 
that Science thinks his voice sounds like grinding gears just before an explosion of *mass* 
proportion.   All the mass in the universe.  Speaking of proportion; how Big do you think Go(o)d 
is?   How LOUD do you think His VOICE would be?  Would it be as LOUD or LOUDer than the BIG 
bang?  It WAS the Big Bang. 
 

Chapter Five 
Light is the Fifth Dimension 
Light, not a line, is the shortest distance between two points once you are beyond the primary 
dimensions.  The only thing faster is time itself.   

The universe was spoken into existence.  The Big Bang was the Big Voice of Go(o)d.  Go(o)d’s 
voice was not a Big Bang, but in three part harmony and the universe was melodically sung into 
existence and the harmony and hum of the universe is still echoing and has never quieted.  
However, sound did come before Light which bumps light up to the Fifth Dimension.   
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A light year is not a measurement of time but instead a measurement of distance.  A Star Wars 

“parsec” is but a multiplication factor of a light year.  This makes light and a light year a 
measurement and therefore a dimension.  However, it too, like Sound, is made of antimater.  
The 5th Dimension.   
 
Remember though how this corresponds to the dovetail union joins in Light I showed you about 
the Wave/Particle duality double slit experiment.  I showed you the Light or the fifth dimension 
is Light, and I theorized that it would be on the edge of time (the 6th dimension).  The only way 
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to literally see the sixth dimension is to look at the Fabric of Time.  Time certainly is a 
measurement also of antimatter.  
 
 The primary 3 dimensions deal with the realm of reality, but the next three dimensions 
(measurements) quantify the realm of the NON-real or anti-matter.  Time did not exist until 

after the Big Sound either, not even until light separated the darkness thus indicating the 
passage of time through its division.   
 
The dove tail joins depicted in the diagram give you a visual representation of the “fabric” of 
time.  You can only view it at the quantum level.  It occurs when trying to observe the collapse 
of the wave/particle phenomenon.   
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Phony Pharaoh Fascist!  
Who was Pharaoh?  Pharaoh and there does not have to be any one specific Pharaoh for you 
instantly get the concept when you visualize the word Pharaoh.  What exactly comes to mind?  

Pharaoh (king) Tutankhamun, Pharaoh Tutmoses, King Ramses? Pharaoh Hitler?  Whether the 
word is King, Pharaoh, or Fascist Dictator the type of government and leader is pretty easy to 
conjure. 
Why not Hitler? Hitler could have just as easily been called Pharaoh, of King, history chose 
dictator.   
Yet you would never think of a Nazi Pharaoh or a Pharaoh fascist would you?  But that’s what 
the two terms mean almost interchangeably literally word for word.   
History has clearly identified who evil is attempting to destroy. 
Time and time again some monolithic dark force has been trying to capture, control and coerce 
into slavery and labor camps the Jewish race of people; primarily because of their religious 
beliefs. The Jewish People Bloodline is a wee bit different in that hemophilia runs common 
among Hebrew population.  There is something scientifically different and yes inherently 
unique about the Hebrew People and their Jewish religion.  The most obvious being historical 
fact.  There have been two distinct times in history where the entirety of the Jewish population 
was targeted for elimination by the very government under which they were instructed to exist.   
We named the second; the Holocaust.   
The first was named the Exodus.   
The third is currently named The Cull, aka Agenda 2030. 
It occurs to me that before slavery exists in a culture has it ever been known by its real name.  It 
will only be called slavery after the realization that those who were oppressed were enslaved at 
all.   The slave owners certainly do not see it as slavery, and they don’t want anyone else calling 
it slavery – once called slavery it is all over.  So unless someone else makes them realize it for the 
offense it is it is not referred to as slavery.  Without exception it is best only to use the term 
slavery in the most extreme of conditions.  Even the word oppression can only be used when a 
society complains about its own living conditions as being unfair or unjust.   
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The Exodus, The Holocaust.  The Agenda 2030 Cull. Our History is woven through the fabric of 
the Jewish plight.  Our wars, specifically WWII, was in deed partially, (on one front) to assist, 
free, and ensure the way of life and religious freedoms of the Hebrew people.  What the Exodus 
could not accomplish the Holocaust tried to continue.  Unfortunately, we did not stamp out 
whatever evil force is chasing our Jewish allies, we only delayed it for a few years; until right 

about now.   
As hindsight reveals that after WWII America emigrated several high ranking Nazi (white 
supremacists) to the united states and gave them jobs in our government.  They learned our 
ways and our politics and our needs and wants even our religion and mixed it with their own 
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principals to blend a new citizen archetype.  As their children grew they continued the ideology 
of the white supremacist Nazi doctrine but now it would become mixed with an inalienable 
Christian assumed authority and white privilege, already present in our slave culture still 
somehow alive in far too many southern states in America well into the 1980s.   
What we are experiencing; that evil on horseback we sense in the air is very much related to 
religion and Go(o)d and devil and the forces behind them – they are in very real time surfacing 
once again, for a third time in history to finish off the Jewish RH Negative bloodlines.  
We are alive in Biblical times.  The story of the bible is repeating itself.  For those who do not 
remember the past are condemned to repeat it. That’s how the saying goes.  However, this 
time, even the gentiles are being targeted for elimination.  The Cull; Agenda 2030, The 
Holocaust and The Exodus are all one and the same – only time separates them.  The singular 
force responsible for this attack has yet to reveal itself.  However, that does not mean it won’t.  
If I am correct in this assertion; the identity of that force; man, woman or government, isn’t 
brave enough to risk immediate identification, but will indeed become evident in short order.  
That is the only condition which needs come into the light is the introduction of the technology 
to bring a human back to life.  Once that becomes an option; this plan will accelerate the time 
line for that wicked Agenda. 
Revelations is the unveiling of information previously undisclosed, hidden or obscured from 
general knowledge.  Once the next government to enslave the Hebrew populous and the 

gentiles, declares themselves; then we will know the identity of evil. Are Hebrew and Gentile 
alike being enslaved or oppressed right now?  If somewhere in the world they were being 
oppressed wouldn’t they be crying out, “hey there is something happening here that isn’t quite 
right,” or, “I don’t like where this is heading.”  There would be tell tale SIGNS or CLUES.  And if 
those people as a whole are being stupefied or dumbed down or medically altered, chemically 
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castrated, or genetically modified – my GO(O)D, surely, even with all of that against them, 
someone would notice all of the insurmountable evidence.  Wouldn’t someone notice?  
Well according to all five of our bodily senses being compromised, and our mind being 
challenged with time distortions and those Mandela side Effects; we American’s (Jew & Gentile 
alike) are the ones being oppressed right now.  Mix that with where we are headed, to soul 
separation, when we transfer our consciousness to digital form and there is the third part of 
body, mind and soul enslavement and mutiny of sovereignty.  We must begin to add up the 
evidence and realize before it is too late; if it is not too late already.  
Didn’t I mention it is not our government but the PEOPLE in our government.   
 
What no one seems to wake up to yet, is that we are living in the third attempt to enslave and 
or destroy the Jewish population.  Only this time their allies (the Gentiles) are being targeted 
too.  If no one wakes up the population to the awareness that they are once again being 
persecuted and this third attempt to cull them (by a Nazi Pharaoh) may be the most successful 
campaign in the history of their prosecution; truly in the history of our world; how many of us 
(Jew or Gentile) will have to die?  How many will return our soul to Go(o)d unclean, unfiltered 
and unprepared for Judgement day?  How is that not Lucifer’s battle plan to destroy Go(o)d.  
How is that not Lucifer’s battle plan to eliminate once and for all the *human* experiment 
called people on this planet and in the same process even destroy or attempt to weaken Go(o)d 
himself?  What Lucifer is attempting to do is to dull our population (Jewish and Gentile alike) 

through the systematic degradation of our senses; sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell.  Then 
Lucifer will work on our Minds (the Mandela (side) effect being the most obvious attempt).  
Then finally on our souls, thru the invention and implementation of *transhumanism*; until he 
has us Body, Mind and Soul.  
 
I have tried to outline the impact pharaoh has made on our society and truly our present day 
government thru an attempted coup de’tat, which is occurring while you read this quick book.  

https://youtu.be/CsedCrqQGQ0
https://youtu.be/CsedCrqQGQ0
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Remember it is not the government, but it the people in the government, which have corrupted 
our political system; remember the white supremacists and Nazi government officials we 
relocated to our country after WWII.  Our government has indeed been compromised by an 
infiltrating army of destruction.  Whether by an invading army from Nibiru or the communist 
fascist pharaoh FED, or a combination thereof. Here’s the nefarious part.  Not only has a shot 
NOT been fired.  No one is even aware we are being overthrown from the inside.  The snake of 
the nazi regime is curled up in bed right next to us each night we go to sleep in this country and 
we believe we are safe from external mutiny.  It will come from within.   

The state religion of a communist government used to be total belief in the government.  
Communists were trained to be atheists not so long ago.  When it is finally revealed that our 
government has been infiltrated from the inside by atheist communists who have allied 
themselves with the Nibiru (nazi) Lizard Men of Lucifer it will be too late.  We won’t have seen 
all that coming; it’s TOO big or too preposterous to be attempted. 
In just a few more short years and once our (bodily) senses are completely compromised and 
Lucifer has overtaken our perception of reality (mind), we will NOT even be able to sense any of 
this.   
So while I’ve got your attention what part of our existence isn’t exactly like the debt (labor) 
slaves who were starving or eating slave food?  What part of our actual existence isn’t 
struggling for clean water and real food, and not to be sprayed from the air or entrained by 
radio and television programming, while we toil away for our FED (Pharaoh) Government for 
land we don’t actually even own anymore?   
We are already debt slaves to our FED Pharaoh.  Labor slaves to our government banks and we 
are not all together sure the FED isn’t under alien control already by wealthy elitist families 
known to have been around for generations.  Such as the Rothschild’s and the Rockefellers and 
so few others. The banks are insured by the word of our government and the protection the 
military provides its accumulation of wealth.  This is the 3rd Holocaust of the Hebrew People.  
Whether gentiles like it or not, our blood is different, gentiles are not the chosen people of 
Go(o)d, we are the promised defenders and protectors of them.   
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What do Pharaoh and Hitler have in common?  They were government.  What do the Exodus 
and the Holocaust have in common?  Governments persecuting the Hebrew (Jewish) 
population.  Pharaoh and Hitler were the same force.  Could they have been the same person?   
Think of Lucifer as a person.  Could they both have been evil incarnate?  Couldn’t they then just 
have been Lucifer in human form, like Ladam, trying still to get to Go(o)d by killing His chosen 
people; his children?  Why then can no one see that the events are transpiring once again as 
surely as they have already happened twice in our planets history they are occurring again in 
present day and time and we are very much living in the Biblical times of Noah right NOW. We 
have forgotten our past therefore we are repeating it.  
Remember, that even gentile history is based upon the Hebrew slaves in Egypt.  Our schools 
still teach about the slaves in Egypt.  The Christian history and way of life is based upon our 
friendship and relationship as protectors and defenders of the Jewish people.  The enemy of my 
enemy is my friend.  But the friend of my enemy is also my enemy.  The gentiles will be “taken 
down” with the Jewish peoples or will simply be the collateral damage and causalities because 
no one has made the obvious connection in time.  Gentile and Jews are strong especially 
together but if our friendship and ally can be systematically destroyed leaving the Hebrew 
population alone then perhaps this will be the last time the Jewish people will be able to 
survive a Holocaust meant to eliminate them.   Non Jewish people may have been sent here to 
help defend our Jewish brothers and sisters.  We have a sense of being great defenders, rallying 
to the sense and awareness of freedom.  We have just forgotten for whom we are here to 
defend.  That is also part of that amnesia.   The non-sematic people were “chosen” to protect, 
not serve, but serve as protectors/defenders of the Jewish people.  The meek shall inherit the 
world.  The meek are protected by the strong, the mighty, the free people who were brought 
here and raised here on this living planet, to defend them and fight for their honor.  The 
gentiles are meant to be far from gentle.  We are warriors.  We are the Jedi.  We are defenders.  

We are instinctually bred to seek freedom for ourselves and for our Hebrew brothers and 
sisters.   
At one time we freely defended the honor of others.  Lucifer has poisoned our thoughts with 
movies and stories meant to create a sense of selfishness so we become greedy and self-
involved.  We defend only ourselves.  We do not rush to the aid of our Hebrew brothers and 
sisters automatically as we should.  We have doubts and political impotence to do with our own 
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internal conflicts; however, that does not negate what role we might be able to play for Go(o)d; 
to assist Go(o)d.  We have a religious calling still.  One that should be heard as loud as It was 
meant to be heard.  We have forgotten several covenants with Go(o)d.  He is responding to our 
inequities.  Just as Go(o)d did in the “Biblical” times of our planet’s history.  The planet is reeling 
from natural disasters we blame on Mankind.   
Partially we are complicit, but global warming being the fault of mankind is also Go(o)d 
speaking to the people of His planet.  Earth, or Atlantis or 3rd rock from the sun not one of us 
created this “mobile” home traveling through the galaxy.  It was created before any human or 
lizard set foot upon it. 
Before humans arrived it is written that terraformers who were giants called the Nephalim laid 
the foundations and indeed the megalithic stone structures we have discovered encircling the 
planet along the ancient celestial equator.  There is no coincidence that there are 24 individual 

sites along that equator.  Each sites marking the passing of one hour of earth’s rotation in a 24 
hour (roughly) day. 
 
  It is not coincidence that Stonehenge is NOT along that 100 km wide equatorial belt.   
Stonehenge did not indicate the equator but instead the Prime Meridian of the Planet.  
You must indicate both to create a map of the globe.   

https://youtu.be/9A8mKNOPGKM
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The prime meridian also indicates when 12:00 am begins a new celestial day. And you thought 

the day began at sunrise. 
 
The current Prime Meridian is in Greenwich England – so it’s a pretty good indicator it was 
along the same LINE thousands of years ago too.   After all, The SUN still rises in the same 
place everyday. Just remember the day does NOT begin at sunrise – it begins at 12:00 am.  It 
is pretty DAMN important to know exactly where that line falls on the earth.  
 
 
 
 
1 Stonehenge marked that line precisely according to the planets alignment thousands of 
years ago.   
 
 

 
This last battle will not be fought with guns, or grenades but it will be fought by the Gentiles 
who are called that because we are gentile and not to kill but to persuade and teach and 
defend and protect.  But not to kill.  Just as it is instructed in the true Jedi way.  
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The Nephilim  
 were Go(o)d’s giant builders on earth.  They prepared the way for mankind.  They were large –
From the description of the enormous human styled “people” they were hard wired to Go(o)d 
and were good, but they were not human, nor did they have the souls we have.  It wasn’t 
necessary; they did not filter evil, as we are intended for that purpose.  Their purpose was quite 
different.   There were several types of Giants and several sizes.   

 

 
Go(o)d we are taught is rather large– his first people perhaps needed some size adjusting from 
infinite dimensions’ down to earth size.   
After Noah things got a lot more “down-to-earth.”  I know you must be thinking Giants.  Giants 
though would have been discovered.  Academia teaches us there is no such thing as Giants – 
except for Giant Lizards called dinosaurs, but giant human no, of course not.   
That would corroborate the myths of the Bible.  To have proof of Giants would set quackademia 
on its ear. The very institutions we have entrusted with the discovery of our historic archeology 
are rumored to have systematically been removing such evidence since the early 1900’s.   
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Nephilim often had six digits; fingers and toes and tended toward red hair.  Their stature would 
stagger your mind until you remember how Giant Go(o)d is supposed to be; so large we cannot 
comprehend.   

His giants were not just larger than humans.  They lived longer.  1,000 years is like 100 to us.  
They would have been on Heaven’s Time Zone.  Perhaps even still Giants could be alive 
somewhere on the planet.   

Animals, including humans were larger.  Plants and trees were much larger. 
Enormous Dragons walked the earth together with mankind. We have proof.  Fossilized 
footprints show man and lizards walked together.  Recently discovered statues and carvings 
depict man and dinosaur side by side. 
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The statue shows how at one time human like beings and dragons/dinosaurs embracing one 
another.  Look at the texture carved into the 10,000 year old statue – if all dinosaurs were 
already extinct how did they know the texture?  They weren’t extinct yet.  The flood hadn’t 
arrived.   Are they hugging?    Were dinosaurs/dragons our pets?  Were they our friends? 
What I really want you to notice as I did after accepting that we existed together side by side.   
                         Is that SIDE by SIDE  WE ARE THE SAME SIZE! 
 Giants of Biblical Proportion were here – just as the Dinosaurs were here -and Both were 
referenced in the Bible.  Dragons ARE Dinosaurs.  They are just known by different names.  

Dinosaurs are Giant lizards.  Lizards are Reptiles.  Reptiles are Serpents.  Serpents – especially 

shape shifting serpents nick named satan.  OH, yeah, one more thing.  Birds are dinosaurs 
aren’t they?  Can you add this feather to the dinosaur cap.  Dinosaurs COULD fly.  Dragons 
COULD fly.  Lizards COULD fly.  Lucifer’s Lizard Men ARE larger than humans and capable of 
shape shifting and worse many will be capable of FLIGHT.  That’s pretty scary right?  Okay – so 
Snakes COULD fly long before “snakes on a plane.” It is important to not be scared of all 
dragons.  Some dragons are even misunderstood protectors of Go(o)d. 
Fossilized evidence:  We were here at the SAME time. 

  

https://youtu.be/k6_L7pygq3U
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The Seraphim 
The burning ones; the seraphim were said to be Nobles.  The Highest Ranking Angels.  They 
certainly can fly.  They certainly can shape shift.  
Seraphim are hard wired to protect Go(o)d like a pit bull.   

Seraphim look pretty scary.  They could easily take the form of human or dragons (lizard) simply 
by shifting their shape.  No wonder little orphan Annie always said Leapin Lizards.  The 
seraphim were flying Dragons for Go(o)d.  A dragon is not always a horrible evil creature; JUST 
really FIERCE.  Remember Pit Bulls have a bad reputation too; but to their family they are the 
most loyal, and most capable of guard dog ever bred.  Pit Bull and Seraphim get the job done.  
They are effective and have no qualms about their sense of right and wrong.  Their Master is 
right and everyone else is going to be bitten on the ass if they don’t listen carefully.   
Seraphim are flaming dragons, but they can take form in any shape. This makes them shape 
shifters.  Their natural state of existence without alteration is human like; but not human.  Oh 
by the way they are capable of inflicting punishment for sins.  It’s what they do. 
If you were to speak ill of the Nephilim or the Seraphim to Go(o)d one day – you would be 
slandering Go(o)d’s Labor Union and Go(o)d’s Body Guards.  The Nephilim were Go(o)d’s 
original earth builders.  The Seraphim are Go(o)d’s protectors above and behind him.   
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The Cherubim 
Of which Lucifer is chief cherubim. (Ezekiel 28:12-15).   The Cherubim were constant 
motivational speakers and worshippers of Go(o)d.  They too are part of Go(o)d’s Posse.  
Cherubim perform an additional function, they will let none pass who are not worthy and pure.   

They protect Go(o)d from evil.  No evil should ever TOUCH Go(o)d.  The Cherubim are the 
mighty and powerful guardians of Go(o)d. They protect Go(o)d by preventing evil from entering 
his pureness.  Mechanically, Cherubim filter, and remove all evil before it ever can get to 
Go(o)d.  Lucifer has been filtering evil for about a billion years.   
The cherubim are also capable of shifting their shape they are capable of human form, 
however, in their natural state they too can exist in crystalline platonic shape.  Go(o)d has been 
depicted as a dodecahedron in many pieces of art painted by Dali.   
The cherubim as described in the Bible had faces on all four sides of their appearance so that 

they didn’t have to turn their heads to change direction.   Having four faces on four side of their 
heads so that they don’t have to turn their head to change direction. Couldn’t that be the Borg 
Collective.  
Cherubim are vicious protectors of Go(o)d and will not let a soul pass that doesn’t belong there, 
and will vet a soul of that evil by removing or filtering it.  It’s what they do. 
Together Seraphim and Cherubim; they are Go(o)d’s entourage.  But a cherub has NEVER been 
equal to Go(o)d.  Lucifer is just an angel at His feet, who has a huge narcissistic ego problem.  
Narcissism is HOLY (wholly) frowned upon above as it is below.  In Heaven as it is on Earth. 
  

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ezek%2028.12-15
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Are you a child of Seth or Cain? 
satan on earth will continually seek to destroy any good man or woman not of Cain’s blood line.  
And a lizard snake can smell blood like a shark smells it in water.  If you are tormented beyond 
belief it is because satan can smell you are NOT of his bloodline.  You are of Seth’s bloodline.  
Your blood is direct from Adam and Eve and therefore descendent from GO(O)D.  If you feel 
you suffer unjustly, unfairly, abusively, then you are definitely pure of blood, and your soul 
knows it.    You have always known it.   
Above as it is below.  On earth as it is in heaven.  Do you realize satan only goes after children 
of Go(o)d?  If he smells your blood and you are evil – he lets many things pass without notice.  
He overlooks misdeeds.  This is why others do not always get caught when you know they 
should have.   Or you, might be a touch evil.  Maybe just a little?  Only you really know.  Satan 

only suffers Go(o)d’s children to make Go(o)d suffer and hurt. 
Lucifer has been chasing Go(o)d’s people with a heated vengeance throughout History.  
Whether it is satan, Cain, Pharaoh, or Hitler they are all synonymous with (d)evil.  They have all 
tried to destroy the children of Go(o)d.  
 

We will know pretty quickly who history will name as the next “devil’s advocate” the next 
prosecutorial representative of Lucifer. .  It will require someone to vehemently understand 
some anti-Semitic code.  If there is anyone who is found to be poisoning the Jewish populous, 
they might be Hitler, Pharaoh, Lucifer, a Dragonian Alien, and the antichrist all rolled into one 
human (shape shifting) form; crap – what weapon will match that?  No weapon will match that.  
There is not one of this earth which can armor you.  There is no weapon against only protection 
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from when it is the source of evil itself which chooses to attack you.  If you are of Seth’s 
bloodline – you are of most noble Atlantean heritage and Lucifer will challenge you and keep 
you distracted your entire life.  Especially, if you do not get ahold of the real forces at work in 
your mind and over your eternal soul.   
 

As for me and my house/heart we shall serve the LORD. 
As long as Go(o)d is in my heart/house NO WEAPON FORMED AGAINST ME 

SHALL PROSPER. 
I rebuke satan.  I rebuke satan.  I rebuke satan. 

Say the words each morning or some similar word such as this.  It WILL take time to strengthen 
your shield.    There is not much time left anymore.  Start today.  Protect your home.  Guard 
your heart.  GUARD YOUR SOUL.  Lucifer is here and he is here to take it for all time.  We must 
be strong for GO(O)D – our soul is HIS soul.  Lucifer has just figured that out.  
 
This time around Lucifer knows how to take us all out- no, not for dinner.  Although, Lucifer is a 
soul eater.  If that is true, then we are his dinner.    His plan is the most elaborate.  Most PURELY 

PLATONIC AGENDA for the 21st Century.  It is now called Agenda 2030.  Lucifer is quietly setting 
up the cull as a two fold attack on Go(o)d.   
One to reduce the population sending an influx of souls through to Go(o)d’s doorstep.  Satan 
knows how many will commit suicide.  Those souls are his.  Satan knows how many will kill to 
survive.  Those are also his – and those sold souls he never loses or gives back; they belong 
permanently to him.  It’s called an eternity for a reason.  Satan knows there will be less people 
on earth to bring forth new evil filters to revive Go(o)d.   If only for a moment.  He will weaken 
Go(o)d.  Is that on our time scale of a moment of weakness?  Or will that be in Go(o)d years 
too?  Like Dog years but we are the dogs.  A hundred years is but an hour for Go(o)d – so how 
long will we be in agony?  How many years of suffering will we endure?  Remember, he died for 
our souls – will we die so gracefully for HIS soul?   
I’m not quite sure, but it appears that if we can do it with dignity and class and distinction as 
representatives here FOR Go(o)d – we might not have to come back.  We have a job to do and 
we need to stand up and do it well.  There will be evil before us.   
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We should not be tempted to anger or fight.  We have been shown how to trick evil into 
“Passing Over” us.  It worked once in history, it will work again.  We have been told we must 
put up a sign of some kind.  We must declare for whom we and our house serve.  Say the 
sample prayer I taught you; it will work just fine to get you started.  

You cannot fight hate with hate.  You have only perpetuated hate.   
You cannot battle anger with anger.  You have only propagated anger.   

That is what is meant by an eye for an eye leaves everyone blind.   

 Only Love will truly defeat hate.   
Only peace will truly conquer anger.   

 
Once we retaliate – we have lost for all time.  We lose our soul and it goes to satan for ever. Do 
not kill.  Do not kill yourself.  We must filter what happens next.  This will be the greatest TEST 
we have ever had to take.  The Cherubim remember, won’t let evil pass, they judge to see who 

is worthy before audience with Go(o)d.  Cherubim, specifically Lucifer will score your SAT.   
They have questions and it is up to us to prove our time was NOT wasted on this planet.  
Remember, we are but an experiment.  Like the Blues Brothers – we are all on a Mission for 
Go(o)d.   We are on a Mission FROM Go(o)d.  We have a divine connection and we squander it 
trying to look pretty for one another like little birds preparing a nest like the animals we think 
we are so superior to. We look pretty to make a mate.  We look pretty and spend our hours on 
our own vanity just so that we can achieve moments of sexual pleasure.  Children do that.  We 
are still children looking for self stimulation by touching ourselves, pleasing ourselves.  Our 
dominion was to be over the OTHER animals and of this animal planet; not to ensure our own 
animalistic rituals continue unabated.  We have spent our dominion trying to achieve whatever 
is necessary so that we may become base animals again, and search for self-gratification of 
basic instinct and carnal needs of the Id.  It’s not about you.  But it is about you.  It’s all about 
you.  Your soul remember is the heart of this great chess match.  We are indeed pawns in an 
incredible game.  If we hold our positions well we won’t have to be a sacrificial pawn.  But we 

https://youtu.be/w0Ey5nwbvvU
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are expendable; all of us.  If we keep destroying the planet do you imagine Go(o)d won’t cull us 
Himself; isn’t that what the Rapture will look like?  A cull. 

 
 
There is not one single man or government who would span across 100’s or 1,000’s of years.   
Except for the most nefarious culprit of all time, Lucifer. 
Lucifer in some form or another is quite clear is chasing the Jewish people across time.  There is 
a large population of Jewish citizens in America – in fact broadway, the music industry and film 
and television are practically run by a Jewish mini empire.  America is where former slaves 
would come to find their promised free land.  They found it.  Together Jew and Gentile we 
share and build this promised land; we literally forge it from STONE.  Diamond Stone and 
Granite Stone – all things great and small.  Diamond Stone Cutting or Granite Stone Cutting, 
they are both stones of different sizes.   
The diamond trade used to be dominated by the Jewish Family who had handed the traditions 
from generation after generation.  Our country TIS of THEE – Our country TIS of YOU AND ME – 
we fight for liberty.  We fight for liberty against all evil both foreign and domestic.  

https://youtu.be/5lM4uJ12cDk?t=1m38s
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The Enemy is within our Gates now.  We are being medically altered, genetically modified, 
chemically castrated and lobotomized by a nefarious and MONOLITHIC force.  Whether you 
label it Lucifer or the devil incarnate this force has possessed the soul of a narcissistic humans 
bent on helping satan for some promised barter. 
 
We logically explain away everyday symptoms in our life because nothing adds up.  Well, 
nothing adds up, so it can’t be anything we should be worried over.  We can see symptoms, and 
we feel symptoms, but with some diseases we can find no common explanation or pattern so 
there is little alarm.  

 
However, once defined, the dynamics change; instantly.  Action is swiftly taken but not until 
we realize we are fighting for our life.  Not until it is defined as what it really is.  Enslavement of 
the Hebrew and their friends and family the Gentiles of the world. 
The point is don’t ask don’t tell.  If no one complains then no one realizes we are slaves.  Cruel 
and unusual punishment could include deprivation of or poisoning of food and poisoning or 
denial of clean water.  

 
Hitler fluoridated the water in the concentration camps to sedate the prisoners.  WHY is our 
public water supply being tainted with fluoride?  (touch) The research proves it doesn’t need to 
be there.   
Why are our skies being saturated with chemical trails? (Smell) 
Why is our food being genetically modified to be sterile and seedless? (Reproductive 
difficulties) We are what we eat. (taste) 

https://youtu.be/GqstwfKGzPI?t=1h16m29s
https://youtu.be/GqstwfKGzPI?t=1h16m29s
https://youtu.be/w0Ey5nwbvvU
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Why are our radio and television signals being broadcast digitally? And Suddenly we have 
Reptilian in the music industry. (Sound)  
Why is only one company making eye wear from novelty to prescription glasses for 80% of the 
world and they just happen to be the same company who will be making the VR head gear to 
help us get into our little digital matrix. (sight) 
Yet, there it is.  WE are indeed being poisoned.  Our bodily senses have been over taken (all five 
of them) and over whelmed surreptitiously for our betterment. Our mental faculties are being 
stretched to the limits by the Mandela Effect and by removing the arts and religious studies 
from education have left us without even the common sense to know whether the earth is flat 
or spherical. Without that arts and religious education, a core perception of our society is or 
never will be learned by the very people who need the knowledge the most.  
 
Our government might already be Pharaoh we just haven’t put two and two together yet.   
If we do not recognize that our Body (5 senses), and Mind (Mandela side Effect), are on the 
AGENDA (by 2030) for the depopulation of this Levithan formerly called Atlantis we will walk 
right into transhumanism head on not realizing we will lose our souls in the transfer and will 
have completed the ALIEN AGENDA to depopulate the planet of humans. 
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How to get 8 billion people off the planet? 
The problem they had all along was how to get 6-8 billion people to evacuate a planet without 
physically moving them or killing them?  Trick them into leaving their bodies behind for the 
Greys who also wouldn’t mind having our healthy bodies even minus the souls.  A zombie body 
is better than their cancer ridden radioactive withered grey bodies any day.  Lastly, how 
wonderful that would work for Lucifer as well being restored to his former Chief Cherubim 
duties of filtering evil for Go(o)d or even better, short circuiting Go(o)d all together and at last 
ruling the Kingdom of Go(o)d.   
Either way Lucifer wins.  Go(o)d is NOT dead but this would be a way, Lucifer is just positive will 
work this time.  That is unless people like you and me learn the true history of women on this 

planet, and how evil is real in some people down to their very DNA.  (They will never stop being 
evil.  It’s what they are made of.) 
We as children of Seth, championed survivors of the flood and protectors of the Children of 
Go(o)d we Christians are Brother to the Jewish people because of Jesus Christ.  Who taught us 
the way before we murdered him.  How savage, that we would murder our own Go(o)d; the 
trinity after all also means that.  The bond means that we must unite with our family.   
The enemy of my enemy is my friend.  We will need to bond with our brothers and sisters and 
once again and fight evil on our home planet.  We must root out what is evil and begin to 
separate it from ourselves, and we do that by drawing family even closer. We must Look at the 
signs around us, and recognize from where evil genetically forms. Many signs may have been 
accidentally, or purposefully shown to us.  It is up to our ability to interpret them fairly and to 
see them for what they are.  
We do not show prejudice against them.  WE can show greater wisdom of the Bible if we just 
start to take better care of our own.  Hebrew and Christian.  Jew and Gentile.  Now, before the 
planet Nibiru gets even closer.  
 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2424992/Google-Apple-join-forces-Calico-extend-human-life.html
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We have only a few years remaining. 

 

Nibiru also known as Niku 
Nostradamus knew Hitler was a snake the misspelling of the name (Hister) was no mistake, 
perhaps a clever pun, but it wasn’t a mistake.   Even 500 years ago we were being warned.  But 
we didn’t see.   We never saw it heading right at us like planet Niribu has been hurtling right at 
us for thousands of years but we never saw it coming either.  We know it passed us once before 

so it will again, but what did it do to us before?  Is there anything now that might be different?  
Might we have sucked more than 50 percent of the oil from the earth since the last time Nibiru 
was around? 
We know how a moon pulls on our oceans and moves them fiercely crashing into shores on 
every land.  A planet some estimate to be 10x the size of the Earth, will move our waters and 
our tectonic plates more than a tiny moon.  
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 Without the cohesive forces of the thick viscous lubricating fluid we call crude oil do you 
imagine it might pull a tiny bit harder than was perhaps our planet was intended to withstand?  
A planned rapture event?  A designed plan to mechanically cause Armageddon.  Go(o)d could 
make that happened – especially if he felt it was time to start over.  The clock is resetting.  Right 
before our eyes.  How will we go out?  When they say get good with Go(o)d – do you know the 
steps to take?  You should have after reading all this.   
The ENTIRE point of this book as arduous as it is – is to help protect your soul – because I too 
am a warrior for Go(o)d – it is my duty to share what I have been shown.   Albert Einstein once 

wrote, “those who have the privilege to know have the duty to act.”  So I feel I must share with 
the world what I’ve learned and been taught.   
You need to know of Go(o)d’s word like you have never heard it before.  You are about to be 
tested; BIG TIME.  I want you to succeed for Go(o)d – you do matter – just in case you are like 
me – I didn’t realize that my little life could be at all important to Go(o)d.   
You will have to be strong for you pets and animals that you promised you would protect and 
lead to shelter and comfort when they are frightened.  They will sense the pull of the 
gravitational influences of a planet up to 10 times the size of earth.  We do not yet know exactly 
the size or the duration of its orbit.  We have been fed confusing information or perhaps even 
disinformation.  
When a difficult situation presents itself say a prayer of dedication.  Then set about to filter evil 
as best as you can according to Jesus teaching by experiencing and understanding evil – then 
trying to resolve the conflict which naturally surrounds it – until evil is defeated or neutralized.  
That is how you clean a soul. The more difficult a situation the more patient and the calmer 
(try) to force yourself to act.  When it happens to me; the more difficult the challenge the wider 
my smile – A cherub is testing me and Go(o)d is allowing it.  He knows I am the only one who 
will know what to do at the particular moment whatever the evil turns out to be.  
And it’s always (d)evil testing you, not Go(o)d.  I’m hoping Go(o)d says something along the 
lines of “she is my child and I trust she will pass your test.”  Just as your particular battles have 
been specifically chosen for you to handle because only you will know how to solve the issues 
justly and fairly which occur in your world.  Only you will be the one to make the right call when 
evil comes knocking on your door.  Don’t answer.  Regroup.  Get devil away from your home.   
 
Take that monster out somewhere else.  Know that it is satan calling and rebuke his entrance 
into your home – your home/heart only serves the Lord.  With the Lord in your home/heart no 
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weapon formed against you shall succeed.  When you are sure your home is safe and secure 
and you can lead that devil away take him on – on your terms.   
You can defeat any temptation.  It is your choice.  Free will.   
Be sure to be aware  

 
 

You cannot fight hate with hate.  You have only perpetuated hate.   
You cannot battle anger with anger.  You have only propagated anger.   

 Only Love will truly defeat hate.   
Only peace will truly conquer anger.   
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The Lizard men of Lucifer 
It is very important to know who and HOW the Luciferian Lizards came into existence and that 
they originated on this planet.  They also chose to leave the planet because they were told 
there would be no tech and they assumed we would not survive without it.  But we survived 

without it for a few thousand years.  We survived and even thrived.  But we did so in ignorance 
of our true heritage.  
xThe shape shifting giant lizard race does exist.  This was their nursery planet but it was NOT 
theirs alone.  We existed side by side.  They abandoned this planet; when their Go(o)d, Lucifer, 
told them it was going to be devastated in a great flood meant to destroy them.  The great 
flood happened as a result of that huge magnetic planet Nibiru upon which Lucifer’s children 
would inhabit on it’s journey back into the cosmos.   
Our Go(o)d indeed wanted them gone, they would not make the best filters or replacements 
for Lucifer, and they were evil and would never be capable of hearing that Good Angel on that 
one shoulder.  Satan has told all of his followers that our Go(o)d is a destroyer of worlds 
without telling them why they were marked for deletion.  

https://youtu.be/2DXFk-xz7_Y
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 Lucifer has spent millennia teaching his children that our Go(o)d is the opposite of who we 
know and love.  They were erroneously told many lies about our planet.  Lies about our people.  
Lies about themselves.  They have a sense of self righteousness and a direction of purpose not 
unlike a jihad warrior would have – it is a fight from within what they feel is the depths of their 
heart and consciousness.  When they return to retake the planet they believe is theirs by right 

they will treat us with the prejudice of their belief of divine providence.  This will be a holy war 
and it will be over your soul.  They do not have a soul to torture.   
Earthlings you see are monkey men of Go(o)d – Rhesus factor in our blood.  Dragonians are 
lizard men of Lucifer.  Over the millennia we have crossed species; we now have rhesus factor 
in our blood and a reptilian brain.  It has never been about the amount of melanin in our skin.  
It has always been about the amount of evil in our souls.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRUdNhYoP_U
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The typical citizen of Drago/Nibiru feels just as reviled as we expect them to about mixing the 
two species.  We think we have issues about race mingling?  They are disgusted by it and it is 
even outlawed.  
Our entertainment, the Jewish writers and movie produces have a clue and they have been 
subliminally preparing us for years.  They know we are going to be frightened.  There are ways 

to make friendships between the two species.  If we work on it.  
 

What do *they* want? 
They are not here for our gold, diamonds, air or water.  They are here for the one thing unique 
to earth.  Our most valuable possession.  That which we own but never bought.  That most 
special give which we can choose to sell.  Our Souls. 
There is only one buyer for this uniquely Earthly commodity.  Lucifer.  That is the most valuable 
commodity he has at his fingertips.   He buys long.  He never sells. 
*Aliens,* specifically the Grey’s may want our bodies, but they can trade our soul to the devil 
by torturing us until we voluntarily relinquish it to relieve the torment.  The torment can be 
severe; or, so I have heard.  I do not know if I have ever experienced an alien abduction.  
Thankfully, for me if I have, then the memory wipe worked pretty well so far.  
The Dragonians/Nibiruians however do not need our bodies or our souls.  They hate us.  We are 
the enemies of many in another universe – we are the evil ones.  They are on a religious mission 
from their Go(o)d – who is Lucifer.   
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We have nothing with which to bargain.  We are good for nothing but cattle, chattle, and killing.  
Dragonians do not like humans.  We are thought of as squatters.  They are not aware we were 

on the planet at the same time.  There will be zero negotiating with the Lizards.  The only way 
we will prevent our total elimination by them is to make them aware that even our Rhesus 
blood courses through our Limbic Reptile Brain.  
 
We were friends.  Now they think we are squatters with zero rights to this planet.  They will 

have no qualms about making certain we evacuate it.  They may actually help us out along the 
way.  Speed things up a bit.  Warm the planet a little; lizards love warmth, dumb the natives 
down chemically, then scare them off their own lands; and secretly help them “escape” what 
they fear most; an alien coup de tat. And, yes, it will be bloodless, because not one human 
being will have seen it coming.  Those who know do not say.  Those who say do not know.  That 
is the greatest miscarriage of information in the history of mankind.  
  

https://youtu.be/De2IuY8qt8U
https://youtu.be/De2IuY8qt8U
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Bloody Mary 
What we are up against, as Christians, is far more real than we care to acknowledge.  When 
speaking of worship of devilish evil things, we conjure up images of things we imagine horrible 
but those who believe in the equality of Lucifer, often do conjure up more than images – they 
do the things which we are unexposed to; even being aware could exist.  
 
They conjure and manifest and bring into this reality – remember we are but within a 

dimension measurable by more than just the three dimensions we have been taught so far.  
Some have conjured those extra dimensional beings and invited them into this world and into 
our reality.   
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It used to be called “Bloody Mary” but girls would turn off the bathroom lights and stare into a 
mirror until a demon appeared to your sight.  It was a practice I never attempted.  I feared it 
would work.  I presume it in fact somehow worked – our country is inundated with demonic 

extra dimensional shape shifting dark and evil forces.   
If you called forth a demon through the mirror – put them back in that realm and do it now – 
only you know how you brought them here and it is up to you to put those demons back into 
that other realm from which you manifested them.  If you know you called forth a Bloody Mary 

scenario in your childhood, then it is you most of all who are believing me right now, because 
only you know the reality of what came from that other dimension.  Say what you must to put 
those demons back now.   
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Sixth Dimension 

 
Time is completely invisible – it is antimatter.  And is the sixth dimension.  Sound (the Big Bang), 
then day (light) separated the night and set the measurement to be demarked by the 
dimension of time.  
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Stones at Puma Punku 
My conclusions so far are that The “H” stones are merely “I” beams for a different lateral axis.  

The dove tail unions of this caliber do not require mortar to union. 
These I call the “Stone Screws,” or stone welds (here is female end).  How else would you join 
two stones so their union would not torque in outer space? Or require any mortar.  They are 
joined and then held together by the impossible dove tail corner joins pictured below. 
No mortar required here either. 
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It’s just a matter of fitting puzzle pieces together into the right shape. Then locking them into 

place with a corner join such as this. 
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Evil is real and it has motivation to rule over us all.  
Go(o)d is real and Go(o)d has motivation to rule over us all. 

Do you imagine The Go(o)d rules quite like Lucifer rules?   
No.  . . . . They are completely . .  OPPOSITE – but you knew that already.  But it helps to put 
things in perspective.   
Yin and Yang – purely opposite.  Who do you wish to serve under?  You must choose, not today, 
no, not today.  But one day, your judgement day.  Then, you will be the judge and must decide 
for yourself.  Judgement day works both ways.  Just like Yin and Yang.  

The Watchers 
Our eyes have been genetically modified (some time ago in our past) so that our retina is 
inverted and the image is shifted before perception by our brain; right - well, this is why. . . . it is 
because the "watchers" are able to "see" our thoughts - however, being in outerspace if they 
received the images directly as we see them unfold before our eyes, they would actually appear 
upside down to the watchers - (that's why they call them watchers –  
I know it's creepy but it's what they do - I just want to explain why our eyes invert an image 
before our brain perceives it - what function does THAT serve? well, here's the reason), 
therefore, the genetic modification (alteration) before our brain perceives it is entirely to invert 
the image so that it is NOT inverted when they perceive/receive/see/view the images - we are 
like little mini go pros for the watchers.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Until next time my friend. 
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